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Equipment Card
AQUATIC OBSERVATION AIDS

Bug Boxes

Observation Chambers

A bug bcx is a small, clear olastic box with a
magnifying lens for a lid. 7o use the bug box,
place an object or organism in the box and
replace the lid to magnify the contents. When
exposed to direct sunlight a closed bug box heats
up rapidly. so release organisms promptly after
observing them. The lid can also be used

Any container that will hold water can serve as an
observation chamber. Containers with
light-colored bottoms are best for easy viewing of
organisms that have been added. Half-gallon milk
cartons can be made into deluxe observation
chambers. To make one. staple the pouring spout
closed and cut out the carton wall on the same
side as the stapled pouring spout.

separately as a magnifying lens.

Dip Nets
Nets can either be made or bought. Aquarium
nets work fine. You may want to extend the
reach of an aquarium net by attaching a dowel, a
stick, or a similar extension to the handle. A
gradual, gentle scoop of the net is usually more
successful and less damaging to orcnisms than a
sudden, violent scoc. 'ng motion. To prevent eye
accidents. ask that the nets never be raised above
shoulder level.

To make a hinged-top observation chamber, just
cut along three sides (two short and one long) of
the carton wall on the same side as the stapled
spout.

Magnifying Lenses
To use a magnifying lens, hold the lens close to
one eye and move either your head or the obect
hack and forth until you can see the object
clearly.

ma.
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Transferring critters to observation

Spoons and Clear Plastic Cups

chambers. When using a net to transfer critters.
first swish the net through the water without
releasing the organisms. (You can use the pond
or stream you are investigating.) The rinsing
removes any sediment you may have netted. Fill
your observatioi: chamber about one-third full of
water. Hold the net hoop over the container,

Spoons and cups are useful for transporting tint)
organisms and observing them at a close rang,.

Simply clip up tiny organisms with a spoon or cup
and place the organisms in a container partially
filled with clear water. Turkey basters (giant

dropper typo are also useful for sucking up tiny
organisms and transferring them to other
containers.

turn the net inside out, and clip the net hag int()
the water in the container.

Note: Certain hard-to-get materials are available
from the Lawrence Hall of Science. See the order
form in the OBIS Toolbox folio.

This will release netted organisms into the
container.

;
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Can Fishing

Equipment Card
CAN GRABBER
MATERIALS:

5. Bend flattened "eyes- into arches that match
the circular outline of a 12-ounce can lying on its

wire coat hanger
1 pole (a broom handle or wooden dowel one-

side.

1

to two-meters long)
roll of masking tape or filament tape
1 empty 12-ounce can
1

TO MAKE A CAN GRABBER:

1. Bend a coat hanger to form a circle.

b. Use the 12-ounce can to adjust the tension of
the curved arms so that they hold the can firmly
when they are pushed onto the can.

2. Grab the hook with one hand, and the wire
across from the hook with the other hand. and
force the hook under the other sick to form a
giant pair of glasses.

Straighten out the hook and securely tape the
wire.shank to the extension pole.
7.

3. Twist the hook around the center t.vire to
secure the shape.

TO USE THE CAN GRABBER:
4.

Flatten out "eyes" to form an H.

Copyright© 1977

You have to push the Can Grabber down onto a
can in order to "grab" the can. For this reason,
the Can Grabber works best from docks or boats
or when wading. Once you have grabbed a can,
keep the can in a horizontal position as you raise
it or the can will slip out of the Grabber. The Can
Grabber also works on bottles that have about
the same diameter as the 12-ounce cans.

the Regents of tne University of California

Clam Hooping

Equipment Card
CLAM HOOP

PLUG METHOD
MATERIALS

piece of old garden hose, 31/2 meters long
1 small wooden plug

1

TAPING METHOD
MATERIALS

1 piece of old garden hose, 31/2 meters long plus
6 to 8 centimeters extra for overlap
tape

old garden hose

small wooden plug

Overlap the ends 3 to 4 centimeters.

Tightly jam plug into both hose ends.

Men tightly wrap tape around the overlapped
ends to secure the hoop.

Completed clam hoop

MEM
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Variation Game
GAME RULES

other's arm back to the ground.
3. The loser must challenge another monkey for
food or starve.

The best way to explain the various game rules is
to play each game with one child while the other
kids watch you. Many kids are already familiar
with some of these simple, two-person games.
Feel free to change or adapt rules as you wish. In
each game, the winner retains control of the
resource card. The loser must challenge another
monkey in order to get his or her own resources.

ROUND TWO
Building a Shelter (Threading Bolts)
1. C and D each take a bolt in one hand and
three nets in the other hand.
2. When both ire ready, they start threading all
three nuts onto their bolts. The threading

The letters used in the game descriptions are
C for Challenger and D for Defender.

represents constructing a nest.
3. The first to thread the nuts all the way to the
bolt head has successfully constructed a nest.
The loser is exposed to predators and rain.

ROUND ONE
Pulling Roots (Tug of War)
1. C and D grab opposite ends of a knotted
three-meter length of rope.
2. The rope is centered over a mark on

Swatting Mosquitoes (Palm Slap)
In this game. D is a monkey and C is a

the grass.

mosquito. The youngsters alternate roles until one
has won twice in the D role, i.e. until as a
monkey one youngster has swatted two
mosquitoes. The challenged party ha.., her choice
of starting as a monkey or a mosquito.
1. D stands with hands held forward, palms up.
2. C faces D and holds her hands palms down
just above D's palms.
3. D wins if he is able to move his hands quick
enough to slap the top of C's hand or hands
(the mosquito) before C can pull her hands
out of danger.
4. C wins if she is able to pull her hands back
out of danger before D slaps them.

3. When both monkeys are ready, each tries to
pull the other monkey over the mark.
4. The winner has succeeded in pulling food
out of the ground. The loser must search for
food elsewhere.

Jumping to Escape (Standing Broad Jump)
1. C and D agree on a starting point and mark
that point with a toothpick.
2. D stands with his toes just touching one edge
of the toothpick.
3. C plays the attacking monkey and roars,
causing D to leap as far as possible. Use a
toothpick to mark where D's heels (or hands,
if he falls backwards) ended up.
4. The monkeys reverse roles.
5. The monkey who jumped farthest escapes
with the food (wins a toothpick). The other
monkey must challenge another monkey.

Catching Termites (Threading Needles)
1. C and D take a needle card in one hand and
a piece of thread in the other.
2. When both are ready, they start trying to
thread the needle, i.e. push a straw into the
termites' nest entrance.
3. The first to succeed sits back with a full
stomach (wins). The loser goes hungry and

Wrestling (Arm Wrestling)
1. C and D lie on the grass with one elbow
forward and resting on the ground. C and D
grasp each other's forward hand.
2. When both are ready, each tries to pin the

must search elsewhere for food.

fiP
if
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ROUND THREE
Stare Down
1. Two monkeys face each other about one
meter apart with eyes open.
2. With heads held still and no swinging of
hands, each monkey stares intently into the
other's eyes, tells jokes. yells, growls. etc.. to
get the other to blink.
3. The monkey who goes longest withomt
blinking wins this simple confrontation over
resources. The loser searches elsewhere for
resoucc

Hand Game
1. Monkeys face each other and count: "One.
two. three,- raising and lowering a hand at
each count.

2. On the count of three, each monkey makes
either a rock (closed fist) paper (open pak).
or scissors (closed fist with fprefinger arm
middle finger held out and apart). Rock breaks
(wins) scissors, scissors cut (wins) paper. paper
covers (wins) rock.
3. Replay ties, such as both monkeys gesturing
rocks at the same time.
4. Play until someone wins two out of three tries.

Palm Push
1. Two kids face each other about 40 centimeters
apart with their hands held crs.,2,;t high, palms

forward, slightly wider than each person's
shoulders.

2. When both are ready. each tries to get the
other to move his feet by:
a. Hitting the other's palms (palms only) hard
enough to knock him off balance or .
b. Relaxing her arms (faking her opponent
out) as he hits her palms. causing him to
.

lose his balance.

.; 8
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Hold It

Equipment Card
HOLD-IT TROUGH
MATERIALS FOR ONE TROUGH:

Carton #2
Cut off the spout end and throw it away. Cut off
one side and throw it away. Cut the bottom and

3 half-gallon milk cartons
1 sharp knife

flap it down.

1 stapler*
roll of waterproof tape (Mystic tape or
duct tape)*

1

*These materials can be shared among the teams.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE TROUGH
The trickiest part is cutting the cartons. (For safety
reasons, the leader should cut the cartons.)

Carton #3
Cut off the spout cnd and throw it away. Cut
out two windows and throw them away. Cut the
lower half of the bottom out. Make sure the half
you cut is the one without the windows.

Carton #1
With the spout side DOWN, cut two windows in
the top, then cut the bottom loose so it flaps down.

Cut off this part of the bottom.
Again. leave this bridge for strength.

Assembling the Three Cartons
Slip carton #2 part way into carton #1. (The
edges of carton #1 should overlap with the edges

Leave the:.. :rdboard bridge.

131.11111,11111111111.1.W.M11101111111111111111111W
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of carton #2 about two centimeters.) In the same
way, slip carton #3 into carton #2.

NO,

Staple sides where cartons overlap and securely
tape bottom flaps down.

<It
There! You have a Hold -I! Trough.

USE OF THE TROUGH
To use the trough, you will also need:
1 aquarium net
1 small plastic cup
The trough is a tool to use in investigating the
ability of various aquatic organisms to withstand
the force of currents. Here is how you use
your trough:
1. Capture some stream critters and put them in
a cup.
2. Install your trough in a shallow portion of
stream. The cut-out bottom of Carton #3 should
be upstream and the spout downstream. The
current should run through your trough.

3. Choose the bottom material you want and
arrange it in the bottom of your trough.

4. Put your net over the spout to catch any
creatures that don't hold on.
5. Dump your stream creatures into the trough
near the end where water enters the trough.
6. Observe how, where, and the speed at which
different creatures grab hold.
7. Vary the speed of the trough currents by trying
the trough in different areas.
8. Trough currents can be created artificially by
dumping water just above the trough.

)c)

domiesammument
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Pigment Puzzles

Technique Card

NV*

HOW TO MAKE A PIGMENT
PRINT
1.

Fill the containers to the 1-cm level. Cover the
cartons containing acetone with the plastic-wrap

making necessary adjustments with the tape, rest
the pencil in the carton notches. Remember, the

lids.

pigment mark must not touch the liquid.

The liquid will move up the paper, carrying the
pigments with it. The different characteristics of
the pigments will cause them to stop rising at
different positions on the paper. Making a print
takes about seven minutes.
4. Each liquid will not work with all the pigments.
When both liquids do work on the same pigment,
they will move the pigment at different rates. In
general, the acetone separates pigments in leaves,
and the vinegar separates pigments in fruits and
flower petals. You will find exceptions. Don't be
disappointed by one failure; try the other liquid or
another plant part.

2. Transfer the plant pigment to the filter paper
strip. Place the sample 1.5 cm from the bottom of
the strip (on the horizontal pencil line). Roll the
edge of the coin ever the sample just hard
enough to crush the plant sample. Place a fresh
part of the sample under the coin and repeat the
procedure in the same spot. Repeat three more
times to transfer as much pigment as possible. Let
the color dry on the strip of paper.

5. Tape an identifiable piece of the plant sample
to the top of the paper strip so the pigment print
and sample remain together.

MAKING THE PIGMENT
PUZZLES
3. Tape the top edge of the strip to a pencil. You
can tape three strips to one pencil. Carefully
lower the paper into the liquid, making sure that
the pigment mark stays above the liquid. After

1. Cut the coffee filters into strips 1.5 cm by 10

2. Prepare fifteen strips for each team and ten to
fifteen for the pigment puzzles.

3. To eliminate confusion, place a marking pen
dct at the top of half of the strips. Dotted strips
will be used in acetone, all others in vinegar.

4. Draw a horizontal pencil line 1.5 cm from the
bottom of each strip. Plant pigments will be
pressed onto the paper at this line.
1

SEW

A.
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5. Collect five plant samples from your activity
site. (A sample might be a stem, leaf, berry, or a
single flower petal.) Collect cl:iferent parts of the
same plant as well as samples from several
different plants. Prepare pigment prints of these
five samples using both acetone and vinegar (tot?1
of ten pigment prints in all). You might try more
than five plant samples and select those five
samples that give the most interesting prints.

6. Prepare two pigment-puzzle boards, one
labeled "acetone" and one labeled "vinegar."

Tape the pigment prints in the same order to
each of the data boards. Mark off a "no match.'
section on each board.

9

e4.
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Leapin' Lizards

Equipment Card
LIZARD RIG
MATERIALS FOR ONE LIZARD RIG:
1 thin pole (stick, cane, fishing rod, or twig 11/2 to
2 meters long)

of the wire or line. (See illustration.)

1 half-meter length of fine wire (#36 to #50)* or
light fishing line (2 to 4 lb. test monofilament)
To noose a lizard, open the sliding noose until it
is slightly larger than the lizard's head. Approach
slowly until you can reach the lizard with the
noose. Move the noose over the lizard's head,
then give a gentle upward jerk to capture the
lizard. Quickly swing the captured lizard onto your
forearm or thigh to support t4.e lizard. To tether
your captured lizard, gently hold the lizard against
your arm or leg with a flat open hand and then
grasp the lizard behind the head with your thumb
and first two fingers. (See illustration.)

* Available at most hardware stores.

ASSEMBLING THE RIG
Securely attach a half-meter length of light wire or
fishing line to a fishing rod, bamboo pole, or
other thin stick.

Wire can be obtained from household electric
cord. Cut off about a half-meter length and pull
the wire bundles out of the rubber insulation.
Carefully pull the strands apart to obtain
individua: wires. Wire is easy for kids to use
because they can twist lures on and off easily.
Lures have to be tied to fishing line.
In this position a lizard can't bite. Loosen the
noose and move it down until it is just in front of
the rear legs and gently pull it snug to tether your

USING THE RIG

Feeding behavior. To explore fee,' '1g behavior,

lizard.

twist likely lures onto the wire (or tie to fishing
line) and carefully present the lure to a lizard.

Carry tethered lizards by letting them ding to a
clothed part of your body (forearm, chest, etc.) as
you walk about.

Encourage the group to try a variety of lures.
After a few times the kids should learn that a
quiet approach, tiny lure size, and lure movement
are the keys to attracting lizards.

Lizard-to-lizard interactions.

To investigate

When you locate a free lizard, gently swing the
tethered lizard down near it.

interacions, cut the wire or line so that about 30
cm remain. Tie a sliding noose on the free end

4
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Pigment Puzzles

Equipment Card
MILK-CARTON CONTAINERS
HOW TO MAKE MILK- CARTON
CONTAINERS:

Prepare two milk-carton containers for each team.

1. Cut off the top of the carton 12 cm from the
base. Make a mark inside the carton 1 cm from
the bottom.

3. Cover the open top of one carton with clear
plastic wrap, securing it with tape on the back.
A small piece of tape on the front will serve as a
latch. This cover will minimize the inhalation of
fumes from the acetone.

4. Label this carton "acetone" and the other
"vinegar."

2. Cut two small notches in the top edge near
the back of the carton to hold the pencil.

ACETOP4E

)

.
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For the Birds
MODEL

Aimmilmmilmniaimr.
2.
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Night Shine

Equipment Card
NIGHT-SHINE FLASHLIGHT
MATERIALS

For each Night-Shine Flashlight you
will need:

3. When the sinker has been positioned properly,
dry off the flashlight and tape the line in place to

1 waterproof flashlight (See. THE
WATERPROOF FLASHLIGHT section.)
1 6- to 8-oz. sinker (Choose a weight heavy
enough to sink the flashlight.)
2 to 4 meters of braided fish:ng line (20 to 40 lb.
test) or strong string
1 strip of electrical tape

keep it from sliding.

HOW TO RIG THE FLASHLIGHT WITH
LINE AND WEIGHT:
1. Cut off a 30- to 40-cm piece of line. Tie the
sinker to the middle of this piece.

2. Wet the line to prestretch it. Then tie the line
and sinker tightly around the flashlight. Position
the sinker in such a way that the flashlight is
horizontal when placed in the water. "Skipper"
flashlights stay horizontal when the sinker is
attached just behind the switch. (See THE
WATERPROOF FLASHLIGHT section.)

Tie the loose ends of the line together to make
a loop so the rest of the line (safety line) can be
attached.
4.

NIGHT SHINE TECHNIQUE
Launching the light. Select a calm, accessible
spot, preferably close to shore where the water 'is
shallow. Tie the long safety line to the flashlight,
turn it on, and place it a few centimeters under the
water. (In most cases this means the flashlight will
be sitting on the bottom.) Secure the line to keep
the flashlight from drifting away.

Sampling the "light" water. With dip net in
hand, closely observe the water that is illuminafed
directly in front of the flashlight. Whenever an

r)
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kOk
animal enters the illuminated water, try to net it.
Every thirty seconds or so sweep the net back and
forth through the illuminated water even if no
animals are spotted. After each series of sweeps.
turn the net inside out over the "light- container
and dip the end of the net into the water in the
container.

Note: Animals will often be captured !hat weren't
obsened beforehand. Kids. however, usually
won't sweep their nets through the water unless
they see something moving. Ask them to sample
the illuminated water periodically even if they
don't see any movement.

HOW TO WATERPROOF:
1. Place the flashlight in one bag and roll the bag
around the flashlight to squeeze out the extra air.
Then seal the bag.

THE WATERPROOF
FLASHLIGHT
Basically. you have two choices for a waterproof
flashlight:

1. A commercially available flashlight such as the
Eveready "Skipper.2. A homemade waterproof flashlight (wrapped in
two plastic bags).
Homemade waterproof flashlights have several
disadvantages. Waterproofing is time consuming
and traps air so that more weight is required to
sink the flashlight. The added layers of plastic also
reduce the flashlight's brightness. If you can't
obtain commercial waterproof flashlights. however,
homemade ones will work adequately.

Place the bagged flashlight into the second
zip-lock bag and repeat the rolling and sealing
2.

procedure.

3. Use rubb r bands at each end to keep the
zip-lock bag from unrolling.

WATERPROOFING A FLASHLIGI:T

You will need:
1

flashlight

2 zip-lock bags (wide enough to hold the flashlight
sideways)

2 rubber bands
4. Follow the same line and weight-rigging
instructions outlined above.

7
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Silent Stalking

Equipment Card
OBIS MASK
MATERIALS

1 mask (cut out from heavy paper)
1 stapler
tape
cut rubber band or piece of elastic

/

cloth for shield
pencil or sharp object for punching
holes

staple

knotted elastic

1
1

MAKING YOUR MASK

1. Trace the mask outline below to
make a pattern.

/

//

piece of tape to prevent mask from

/

tearing

. . ....

2. Cut a mask out of a manilla folder.
construction paper, or other card stock.
3. Reinforce the elastic attachment
area with a couple pieces of t.lpe.
4. After pulling the elastic through the
holes, tie a knot at each end of the

rubber band or elastic

elastic.

5. Staple the elastic to the mask as
shown.

6. Tape on a cloth shield across the
front.

hole for rubber band or elastic

//

1

/

..,),;:41111111111/IMM15111.1.1.1111111111111M111111111'
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Shake It!

Equipment Card
SHAKE-IT CONTAINER
a 3" x 5" card.

MATERIALS FOR ONE CONTAINER:
1 small, flat box
1 piece white paper (optional)
1 Plastic bag
tape

CONSTRUCTION:
Get some small, flat boxes and cut one End out.
One-ream standard 81/2" x 11" paper boxes are
perfect.

.

If the bottom is smooth and light colored, fine. If
not, tape some white paper in the bottom.
Now put the open end of the box a short
distance into a plastic bag. Supermarket produce
bags work well.

Tape the bag in place on the bottom and
the box.

Returning the box to the level position puts a
bend in the bag, preventing captured critters from
you can make many
escaping. In this ..
"shakes- and transfer the catches into the bag.
To empty the bag, take it off the box and dump
the contents. To reuse, retape the bag to the box.

VIEW CHAMBER
CONSTRUCTION OF VIEW CHAMBER:

1. Get a box about 30-cm wide by 50-cm long.
2. Cut box off at 20 cm.

sides of

That's it.

3. Tape a piece of plastic to one edge of box.

To use the Shake-It Container:
Simply hold open part of the box under some
foliage and shake the foliage vigorously.
Things that fall into the box can be tipped
immediately into the bag. Critters that hold on
can be tapped or gently scraped into the bag with

4. Pull plastic over top to hold animals inside.

G9
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Variation Game

STORIES
ROUND ONE
The climate of the world you live in is similar to
that of this area. Your source of food is roots of
large shrubs, which you pull from the ground.
While feeding, you must be alert for other
monkeys that will try to take your food from you.
If the monkey attacks you; you must jump quickly
away to escape with your food. If you can't
escape by jumping, you must wrestle to escape.

doesn't work, you resort to a ritualistic hand
game. Your final method of outwitting your
opponent is to push him off balance.

Games: Stare Down, Hand Game, Pa/m
Push

Games: Pulling Roots, Jumping to Escape,
Wrestling
ROUND TWO
The world is becoming tropical: warmer with a
high rainfall. At night you must have a shelter to
protect you from the soaking rain. Increasing
numbers of rain puddles are providing more
homes for disease-carrying mosquitoes. When a
mosquito lands on you, you must quickly swat it
or you can become infected with malaria. One of
your favorite foods is the termite. which lives in a
tall, sturdy nest. To catch termites you must find
long blades of grass to poke into the nest's small
passage ways.

Games: Building a Shelter, Swatting
Mosquitoes, Catching Termites
ROUND THREE
Your world has changed. Humans have built
homes in the area you once lived in. Some of the
resources you need to survive are now gone,
covered by houses and roads. (Note to leader: To
represent this loss, remove two resource cards
from the lawn. You will now have two extra
monkeys to challenge the ones in control of the
resources.) You are now forced into greater
competition with other monkeys for the few
remaining resources. You first attempt to stare
down your opponent by looking ferocious. If that

39
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Web It!

kOf

Equipment Card
SWEEPNET
MATERIALS:
or 2 wire coat hangers (strong wire)
1 stick (approximately 1 meter long) for your
net handle
1 piece of cheese cloth or netting for the net bag
(about 60 cm by 90 cm)
1 needle and thread for sewing (or a sewing
machine) or 1 stapler
strong tape to attach net to handle
1

Attach wire hoop to stick

1. Preparing the hoop.
Take a strong wire coat hanger. straighten the
hook, and pull the hanger into a square. (Use two
hangers for added strength.)

2Th
2. Preparing the bag.
Your net should be almost one met, tr in
circumference at the top, tapering down to a
point. A sewing machine speeds up construction.
but older kids can hand sew the nets if sufficient
time is provided. Sew like this:

4.

Using a. sweepnet.

While a sweepnet can be used to pursue and
capture an animal that has caught your eye, this
is not the most efficient method of use. A
sweepnet is best used as a random sampling tool.
You walk at moderate speed across the grassy
area, sweeping the net back and forth, keeping it
close enough to the ground to brush the weeds
or grass. The net should just brush across the top
of the grass. The idea is to sweep any animals
that are buzzing around or resting on plants into
the nets, so you must turn the net in your hand
to capture animals on both right and left swings
of the net. After you have made fifteen to thirty
swings of the net, flip the end of the bag over the
wire frame to keep the catch from escaping.

How to transfer animals from net to
observation bag:
Fold one edge
down 10 cm
and sew.
3.

Fold in half

Cut off

and sew
or staple.

excess.

A. Pinch the net closed, keeping the animals in
the bottom of the net.

Assembling the net.

Open the wire square and thread on the net.

B. Turn net inside out while holding animals.

31
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C. Place net in plastic bag, release and shake
animals into the bag.

D. Grab top of bag.

E. Twist the top a couple of times and tuck the

top under your belt or into an open pocket while

you continue to sweep.

Copyright') 1977 by the Regents of the University of California

Clam Hooping

Technique Card
USE OF THE TIDE TABLE
With a tide table (available from boating, fishing,
and diving shops), you can look up the tidal
conditions in your area for any time of any day.
Leaf through your table. You may see a range of
tides from minus one or two feet to plus six or
seven, depending on where you are. Areas may
differ, but the range will be consistent month after
month. From this information you can determine
the vertical height of the intertidal zone. (Subtact
the lowest low from the highest high.)

You will need to determine the amount of
intertidal zone exposed during your activity. Let
us say that in looking in the tide book for the day
and time you wish to investigate, you find that
the tide is two feet. This means that the upper
four to five feet of the intertidal zone are exposed.

1-1

MI Ell III

IM

NI MI

If it is not a high or low tide when you want to
study your coastal community, you will have to
estimate the height of the tide.

Example: You meet your group at 10:00 a.m.
The tide table reports:

Low Tide:
High Tide:

6:53 a.m.
1:10 p.m.

1.5'

5.1'

10:00 a.m. is about half way between 6:53 a.m.

and 1:10 p.m., so your tide will be about half
way between 1.5' and 5.1' or about 3.2', and
coming in (flood tide). After 1:10 p.m. the tide
will be going out (ebb).

n

IN Ell Ell MI

4.5

+4
3

it
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Web Weavers

Technique Card, Side 1
WEAVING WEBS

KEY QUESTIONS:
a. Where is the web attached to the branches?
b. What is the general shape of the web? Where
are the points that outline this shape?
'c. How are the threads arranged? Are they all
going in the same direction?

d. Where do two threads come together
(intersect)? Three? Four?

meinsumni,
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Web Weavers

Technique. Card, Side 2
WEAVING WEBS
String Art Technique for Web Weaving:
String art is simple. All you need is a piece of
fiberboard, nails, a thimble to push the nails into
the board, and crochet thread.

2. Use the crochet thread to connect the nails.
Wind the thread around each nail twice to create
tension on the thread.

1. Pla-..e a rail at each point where the web is
attached to another object and at each point
where two or more threads come together
(inte.. ect) The key questions will help the
youngsters with this part.

3. Continue to position nails and connect them
with thread until the web is complete. Tie off the
ends as you go.
1

S

4'
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To Determine Your Shipping Fee:
4. If you prefer faster (1 week or less) airmail

1. Total the weight of merchandise.

shipment, check the box on the front of this
form, and find the shipping fee in Table C.

2. Use Table A to find your shipping zone.
3. If you desire surface shipment, find the ship-

5. Enter the shipping fee in the appropriate box
on the front of this form.

ping charge in Table B. Allow at least four
weeks for delivery.

Shipping Zone

Table A
Zip Code

Zip Code
Prefixes

Zone

8

530-534

8

674679

3,

.7

680-681

7

8

535540
541543

.8

683693

544.567

7

Zone

Prefixes

006-098
100-

200,299

8

570577
580582

6

300-379
380-381

8

6

382385

8

386-387

7

583-588
590 -591.
592-593
594-599

388399

8

4(X)-490

8

500-508
510-511
512-528

7

7

.

7

Zone

770-787
788

6

8
.4

400 826

710729

7

427

6

824832

7

5311

b

934.835

7

9:161137

6

..438

7

A.10 441,1

4
7

618-619

.8

62(1-63,7

7

6

668-672

6

7

67'1

7

768 70

-

lone

8511859
46318tA

1

4

7

4

846 847

960-901

`4629(X,
'.167 ote)

8

t

970 974

4

4

'175,976

3

977.979
980.985
98t,
'187902

4

003
994

4

:3

4

'1151.928

4

0311 935

3

936 939

2

940-951

I

2
I

1 Kg.

2 Kg.

12 Kg.

14 Kg.

2.25
3.25
5.50

2.50
4.00
6.50

2.75
4.50
7.75

3.00
4.75
8.75

6 Kg.

8 Kg.

1.75

2.00
2.75
4.50

2.50

WEIGHT UP TO: 16 Kg.

18 Kg.

20 Kg.

22 Kg.

24 Kg.

26 Kg.

28 Kg.

30 Kg.

4-6

3.25
5.50

3.50
6.00

4.00
6.50

4 25
7.25

6 00
8.75

10.00

11.00

12.00

13.00

5.00
8.00
15.00

5.50
8.50

7-8

4.50
7 25
14 00

16 50

17.25

Table C

6

10 Kg.

4 Kg.

2.00

1-3

7

Surface Shipment
2 25
3.25

YOUR
ZONE

4

909

1.50
1.75

7-8

5

ti

1.50
1.50

1-3

4-6

I

095.907

1.50
1.50
1.75

YOUR
ZONE

3

881)

'62953
'64

8,15

Zr,,'
o

965
I156 950

9S1-842

4
4

Prefixes

2
3

443
884
8'81-893
80-1 597
898 8o9

798 799

700 704
705,706
707 708

,',10-617

6

Zip Ink

Zip Mk'
Prefixes

Ste,

7149

NO 707

600-609

Table B

Zinc

Prefixes

730-739
7406745
746
747
748
749 7n2
763 764
765 767

WEIGHT UP TO: .5 Kg.

Zip Code
Prefixes

Zip Code

Air Mail Shipment

WEIGHT UP TO: .5 Kg.

1 Kg.

2 Kg.

3 Kg.

4 Kg.

6 Kg.

8 Kg.

10 Kg.

12 Kg.

2.25
2.25
2.25
2.50
2.50
2.75

2.50
2 50
2.50
3.00
3.00
3.25

3.25
3.25
3.75
3.75
4.25

4.00
4.00
4.00
4 50
4.50
5.25

5 00
5.00
5.00
5.75
5.75
7.25

6.50
6.50
6.50
7.75
7.75
9.00

8.00
8.00
8.00
10.75
10.75.
12.00

10.25
10.25
10.25
11.75
13.00
14.25

11.00
11.00
12.00
14.00
15.00
17.00

WEIGHT UP TO: 14 Kg.

16 Kg.

18 Kg.

20 Kg.

22 Kg.

24 Kg.

26 Kg.

28 Kg.

30 Kg.

15.25
15.25
15.25
19.00

17.00
17.00
19.00
22.00
24.00

19.00
19.00

20.00
22.00
25.00

21.00
21.00
22.00
25.00
28.00

25.00
27.00
29.00
30.00
33.00

27.00
27.00
30.00

29.00
29.00
31.00
34.00
38.00

26,00

27 on

21.00
22.00
24.00
27.00
30.00
33.00

Z

1-3
4

0

5

N

6

E

7

8

Z

4

0
N

5
6

E

7

13.25
13.25
13.25
16.00
16.00

8

20.00

1-3

20.00
22.00

325

36

-A1.

(10

37.(X)

32.00,

35,00
43.00

44.00.

June 1977 OBIS Equipment Order Form
Shipping Address (Please print):
Date:

Name:

Address
State:
Please send me the following items in the quantities indicated

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
UNIT
SHIPPING WT. (Kg.)
WT. (Kg.)

ITEM - DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

Blacklight bulb for safari lamp

each

05

Blacklight fluorescent tracing powder

20 gr pkg
25 sh pkg.

.10

58.97
95

20

1.75

Blueprint paper (22 cm x 30 cm sheet)
Bug box
Colbat chloride crystals
Colbalt chloride test paper Il cm x 15 01 roll)
Colored cellophane (25 cm x 30 cm sheet)

each

1 ll) gr. pkg

01

35

.15

3.75

each

025

3.00

red. each

025

1.00

green, each

025

1.00

blue, each

.025

1.00

each

.020

1.00

Kodak Studio Proof F paper (20 CM x 25 cm sheet)

10 sh. pkg.

.15

2.40

Line level
litter Critter Wheels thennofax

each

.025

1.40

set of
4 .ehools

050

.35

each

025

1.00

Meter tape
Ozalid paper (21.5 cm x 28 cm sheet)

each

.025

25 sh, pkg.

.15

Plastic measuring cup (250 ml)

each

.020

.30

Plastic vials with lid (14 dram)

pkg. of 10

1.30

Spring scale (2000 grain)
Thermometer, calibrated in "C

each

.150
.070

3.00

each

.025

1.25

Tweezers

each

10

.40
.20

.60

Confectioners dye (10 grams in vial)

transparencies
Magnifying lens (3 lenses: 3x. 5x. SN, plastic frame)

1

.50
1.00

Water Breathers dropper
OBIS Lawn Guide

each

.010

each

.05

OBIS Pond Guide

each

05

.60

OBIS Trial Edition. Set I

each

1.20

8.50

OBIS Trial Edition. Set II
OBIS Trial Edition. Set Ill

each

1.20

9.50

each

1.20

10.50

The OBIS Trail Module

each

.05

2.00

Make check payable to:
Regents of thi; University of California

Please bill me. '(Minimum order: $10 00)

.

Subtotal

Subtotal Wt. (Kg.)
.Check or money order enclosed.

TOTAL
PRICE

California sales tax for California residents only:
(o";. California residents)
(6L.2";, Ban County residents)
Shipping fee (see reverse)

TOTAL DUE

OBIS
SEND YOUR ORDER TO: Discovery Corner
I .rwrenre Hall ,if Scioric,,
University of California
Berkeley. California 94720

,

Please check here if you desire air mail shipment.
OTHERWISE ALLOW FOUR WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
(Air mail takes approximately one week.)

PLEASE RECHECK YOUR COMPUTATIONS AND BE SURE THAT THE SHIPPING FEE IS CORRECT.
Reed on

By

_

Shipped on:3 7

-By

____
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Before You Start.

grff are

of basic -COriSidet:a

yoti Will discuss with 0.#464009re
you turn them loose to investgate the

:your'areas.

crayon rubbing or a clay impression
(easier method for working with wet
organisms) can be made of firm
organisms, i.e. mussels, barnacles, or
kelp, that are attached to a hard surface.

a. Clay Impressions. To make a clay
impression of an Organism. work the
clay until it is pliable and flatten it into
a fat pancake. Wet the organism to
keep the clay from sticking to it, then
gently press the flattened clay onto
the organism and carefully remove
the clay to obtain the. organism's
impression.

and crayon rubbings. Demonstrate the
use of any optional equipment that you
have available (such as shovels and nets)
and hand it out.
4. Tell the teams you will call them back
after twenty minutes of beachcombing
(actual time up to you).
5. Ask the teams to bring back one
example of each sign of life that they
discover.

CD

tri

b. Crayon Rubbings. To make a
crayon rubbing. simply place a piece
of paper over the attached organism
and, while holding the paper in place,
rub a crayon over the paper to obtain
an outline of the orgz-:Iiism. (Crayon
rubbings may not be too successful
with wet organisms: the paper
probably will shred.)

ACTION
Beachcombing for Signs of Life
1. At the beach tell the youngsters they
Mill "comb- the beach for signs of life.
2. Mark the activity-site boundaries with
flags 50 to 75 meters of the beach
should be ample. Divide the group into
buddy teams.
3. Distribute containers and explain the
techniques for making clay impressions

6. Search for signs of life with the kids.
7. Call the teams back after they have
combed the area and let them share their
discoveries.

Beachcombing for Living Organisms
1. Introduce the difference between
living organisms and the evidence they
leave by asking the group if a shell is an
organism. How about feathers and
bones"?

2. Point to the group's evidence of
marine life and challenge the group to
locate living organisms that might leave
such evidence.
3. When the teams have finished
combing the area, call everyone back to
share their discoveries.

4. Encourage the kids to match up the
signs of life they found with any living
organisms they discovered.
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Story-Telling Contest

.

Ask each team to choose one piece of
evidence and make up a story about it
that explains what it is, how it lived or
was used, where it came from, and how
it might have gotten there: To make the
contest more interesting, you may wish
to award a prize to the team that comes
up with the story that the group enjoys
the most:
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Clams and other burrowing anirrials
usually abound in the sand and mud flats
of bays and estuaries. Yet clams leave
few clues to their underground presence;
often only their siphon tubes reach the
surface. These tubes pump steady
streams of water in and out of the clams,
bringing in oxygen and food, and
carrying away the clam's wastes and
occasionally its reproductive products.
When alarmed, a clam may retract its
siphon so rapidly that a jet of water
shoots out. These jets can reveal the
locations and numbers of clams in
an area.

Driven by thoughts of clam chowder or
Steamed clams, hordes of clam diggers
often descend on clam beaches during
daytime low tides. In many areas size and
catch regulations have been established
to protect clam, beds from overharvest
by clam diggers.
In deciding which organisms need
protection and how much protection they
need, Fish and Game biologists must
figure out how many of the organisms

currently exist. A population census is
one means of determining the number of

.organisms of one kind in 'a given area. A

CLAM HOOPING
CHALLENGE: ESTIMATE THE
NUMBER OF SQUIRTING CLAMS
ON A BEACH OR MUD FLAT.

MATERIALS
Census materials for each
buddy team:
1 Clam Hoop

1 Census Card
1 5 " x 8 " index card
1 pencil

population is a group of organisms of
the same kind that lives and reproduces
in a particular area.
This folio contains two one-hour
activities. You can conduct each activity
independent of the otheror combine
them into a two-part series. Both activities
are designed for coastal areas containing
clams. Clam Hooping (the first activity)
requires clams that. squirt. The youngsters
use giant hoops to take a population
census of squirting clams. From the
results of this census, the group considers
the task of setting up Fish and Game
regulations. The second activity, Clarn
Digging, explores the natural history of
clams. (This activity does not require
squirting clams.)

For the group:
1 "Clam Hoop" Equipment Card
1 "Using the Tide Table" Equipment
Card
1 master for "Census Card"
1 data board and marking pen
4 boundary markers (flags)
1 meter tape or meter stick
1 Tide Table*
1 copy of local Fish and Game
Regulations*

*Available at local fishing shops.

Can you find anyclam shells on the beach that are different from
the clams that were clus up?
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Is it possible to sneak up on a clam without alarming it? If so,

1-ow many metent kinds of liue clams can you find M the activity

how?

site?

PILLIU111 LoCULI

Do large clams live deeper than small clams?

W.021367

What other burrowing animals live in your activity site?

Clam Hooping
CENSUS CARD
HOOP

NUMBER OF
CLAMS

COUNTS

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total number of
hoop counts =

Total number
of clams =

AREA

CENSUS

To find the area of the activity site, multiply the
length of the site by the width of the site.

To find the average number of clams per
square meter, divide the total number of clams
by the total number of hoop counts.

length in meters
x

width in meters

=

square meters

(# of clams per
square meter)
(Total # of
hoop counts)

(Total # of clams)

(Length x width = area in square meters.)

(Total number of clams Total number of
hoop counts = average number of clams
per square meter.)

Copyrights 1977 by the Regents of the University of California

CLAM DIGGING
CHALLENGE: EXPLORE THE
NATURAL HISTORY OF CLAMS.

PREPARATION
Action Cards. Tape or write the Action
Cards on the data board.

Clothes, Safety, Site.

See the

PREPARATION section in the first part
of this activity.
Biologists consider many factors besides
a population census before deciding if a
particular organism needs protection.
Other questions considered include: Now
many clams are currently being removed
or injured by clam diggers? How much of
the clam bed is exposed by the tides and
available for investigation? In this part of
the activity your group investigates
natural features of clams that help
biologists develop management practices.

Digging procedure.

See the ACTION

section. It's a good idea to visit the
activity site and try out the digging
procedures beforehand.

Digging safety. Caution the youngsters
to wear gloves to protect their hands
from broken shells, glass, and other sharp
objects buried in the mud or sand.
Taping the gloves at the cuffs prevents
them from filling up with.sand or mud.

MATERIALS
For each buddy team:
1 shovel or trowel
1 bottomless bucket (five-gallon plastic
bucket with bottom removed) for
clams that live deeper than 30
centimeters

1 meter stick or tape

For each participant:
1

pair of leather, cotton. or rubber gloves.
and enough masking tape to seal the
glove cuffs

For the group:
2 sheets of Action Cards
1 data board and marker

ACTION
1. Divide the group into buddy teams
of two to three kids. Point out the
boundaries of the activity site.
2. If you haven't already done Clam
Hooping on this site, announce that
clams live here. Ask the teams to predict
how deep the clams live beneath the

surface of the beach.
3. If you are working in an area where
clams live deep beneath the surface,
demonstrate the bottomless-bucket
procedure outlined below.
a. Jump on the ground near s'ome
siphon holes to give the clams a
chance to draw in their siphons before
you start digging
b. Use the siphon holes as a center point
and carefully (to avoid breaking the
shells) start digging around the siphon
holes.
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Site To locat potential
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zone
in the middle
lowest tides) Use
,
penods
tide table to select
suitable act A: tj site
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the
00
of the Tide Table" technique card
Toolbox :949-) If possible,
schedule the activity for a minus tide, and
begin the activity about one hour before
to give your group plenty
em
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or a Shovel.
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4 Ask the
....,,,,,Ts TO dig and remove

..

clarns.,-.carefulIVSO:-OS:not-to damage the

l'ins''sheliS.Vafrirthe group that pulling
UPFa:ClaribY.:its siphon tube often results

-

Ask eaCh teatn-to repwh4t
discovered when they explored
, their
Action Card challenge;':

:.;- iriI-eariilig:off..the siphon -tube. Also'

.

.:theritiOliIiat:MOst clams will die if left

uncovered on a beach. At the -end of the
activity, :;..i2ac4:,te-4iii.ShOuld rebury he

clgrOjii...the:Iii3ies from which they
,

:J.

BEFORE LEAVING THE AREA, MAKE
[SURE THAT NO CLAMS HAVE BEEN
LEFT UNCOVERED.

.

were taken. ''''''
5...Hand out the equipinent,,and
challenge the teams to find out how deep
.

.

.

beneath the, surface clams live.
6. After the team's have uncovered a
few dams,- display the Action Cards on

the data board. Let each team choose.
an Action Card to investigate. More
tfian=.onelearri may work on the same

.FoLipvvm.Rou.
If you did only oriei of thei't*o activiti
in this folio, do the second as a'followthrough. activity.

challenge; When .a te:am finishes one
team members select
challenge, let
another challenge.

7. Niai-the end of the activity call the
teams together for discussion.

'Beachcornbing
Can Fishing ..
Night Shine.
Bean Bugs
Beach ZonationFlocking to Food:
WaterBreathers

th,

CHALLENGE: DISCOVER WHAT
KINDS OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS
LIVE ON OR IN SUBMERGED
CANS.

"Don't I- '2 a litterbug!" Despite a national
campaign against littering and some
impressive fines to discourage litterbugs,
many people continue to litter. Part of
the problem can be traced to the fact that
almost everything we buy comes in a
disposable package.

Aquatic recreation areas are often
particularly hard hit by litterbugs. Not
only are the shores usually strewn with
litter left by leisure seekers. but lake and
reservoir bottoms are frequently sprinkled
with beer and soda pop cans and bottles
as well. Interestingly enough, discarded
cans and bottles often become underwater homes for a variety of aquatic
organisms, such as minnows. crayfish.
snails, scuds, and small catfish. Most
animals are particularly vulnerable to
predation during their early development.
The narrow openings of cans and bottles
can exclude potential predators and
improve a young animal's chances of

MATERIALS
For each buddy team:

1 pair of cotton work gloveS or two old
socks (for safely handling cans)

® several gallon or half-gallon milk
cartons or light-colored basins for
holding cans and contents (Buckets will
be needed if the can fishing is good.)

Fishing from shore:
1

strong magnet tied to 5 to 10 meters
of heavy twine or fishing line

survival.

This activity invites your group to go ccfishing and discover if any aquatic
organisms live on or in submerge,. ran
The concept of habitat is intro;
at the end of the activity.

Fishing from dock or boat:
I

of toe following: magnet and string,
Ionc- handled net, or Can Grabber

You can retrieve submerged cai.
variety of ways: picking them up
hand. using a long-handled net. a .'nAgri,2t
on a line, or an OBIS Can (drabber.

the "Can Grabber- and "Sweepnetequipment cards in the OBIS Toolbi..)x
folio.) Can Fishing can be done fr(ln

shore, a dock, or even a boat. If you
to can fish from boats, you should have
at least one experienced boat handler
and stir gig swimmer in each boat. If you
are a certified diver and each group
member is a strong swimmer who has
*been trained in the use of mask and
snorkel, you may want to snorkel for
cans in clear water.

For the group (optional):
o bug boxes* or hand lenses*
1 OBIS Pond Guide*
Lawrence Hall of
Science. See the "Equipment Order
Form" in the OBIS Toolbox folio.
*Available from

PREPARATION

ACTION

Safety. For safety reasons. OBIS
suggests using the buddy system at
aquatic sites. (See the Leader's Sun,inli

Divide the group into teams of tkyo
and introduce the buddy system.
2. Point out the physical boundaries of
the site It should be large enough fc»everyone to investigate without interference yet small enough to allow easy
supervision H the group.
H. Challenge the teams to catch as many
c:ans as possible, (Ind to discover HHi at
kinds ,,f aquatic ory.iiisins live on ()I- in
sulimerged cdns. The contents of each
captured cori should be pc, a.,LI into a
container. The cinply calls should be

Kit folio.) Follow bc:ating safety
procedures if you fish from a boat. -Hie
youngsters should V..car glcAfes
handling cans.

Site. Choost.' a lake.
site that contecins
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After everyone has had a chai icc ii
\A.-1111' con organisms were found. return
orgonisms to the aquatic site. (H Hce

youngsters will decide after the illy(' Ii
gation whether they will return the cans.)

While keeping an eye on all of the
teams, join in the can fishing yourself.
7. When about fifteen minutes rem in in
your activity period, call all of the teams
together and let them share tlitiir can
catches.

CANDID. THOUGHTS
L. What'llinds of aquatic organisms did
you find living in or on cans?
2. Did some cans have no organisms?
Why might that be?
3. What advantages might a can offer as
a home for certain organisms? What.
disadvantages?

LITTER OR HABITAT?

4. Introduce the concept of habitat by
telling the kids that the place where an
organism lives is called its habitat.
5.- Ask..the youngsters to think of ways in
-which people reduce available plant and
animal habitats, e.g. clear-cutting of
forests, filling in bays or marshes, turning
open space into new buildings or,roads,
and polluting. Ask the group to give
examples of how people might improve
or increase plant and animal habitats,
e.g. building artificial reefs, cleaning up
pollution, and letting certain areas revert
.
back to their original state.

.

Tell the kids that they have a problem to
solve. Now that they have discovered
that certain organisms use submerged
cans as homes, should they dispose of
the cans as litter; or return the cans to the
water because .they house aquatic
organisms? A good question to start the
discussion is: "If the cans were removed,'.
where might the organisms live?" Your
best bet is to have the teams search for
organisms living in or on natural materials
before making a decision. (See the
FOLLOW-THROUGH section.) Let
the kids make the final 'deaision between,
themselves, and go along with that
decision.

FOLLOW THROUGH
Search for organisms that live on or in
natural materials (not man-made). Do
any of the can organisms also live on or
in natural materials?

d'`
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WHAT TO DO NEXT
Hold It
Junk-in-the-Box
Animal Movement in Water
Litter Critters
OBIS Oil Spill
Too Many Mosquitoes
.1.0BEINEELENNEINk

Set III
Set III
Set I
Set II:
Set II
Set II
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Ants, ants. ants! When they invade a
kitchen. picnic area, or other territory that
humans think is theirs, trouble is near.
We think of any invasion of ants as a
personal insult, yet they are only trying to
make a living. Some variety of ant is
found in nearly every part of the world.
Ants are colonial insects living together
and cooperating in nearly all aspects of
their lives. They communicate directly
by touching various segments of their
antennae together, and indirectly by
releasing chemicals onto the surfaces
on which they walk. The effectiveness
of communication between ants is
responsible for those long and busy
ant trails you see so often.

Food and water are of prime importance
to ants. just as they are for other animals.
You have probably seen ants carrying
pieces of food to their nests. Ants eat
such diverse foods as peanut butter.
fruits. and other insects.

In this activity, instead of screaming
"Ants! Ants!" the children investigate the
behavior of ants and discover what kinds
of food excite and attract ants, how
ants respond to water, if "lost- ants can
find their trail again, and where nests
are located.

MATERIALS
The materials listed include everything
necessary for a group of eight. Add extra
materials for larger groups.

For the group:
30 cotton swabs
to 2 liters of water
1 sprinkler can or bottle (as used
1

for ironing)

12 small paper cups
12 popsicle stick6

In dry areas of the country ants may
burrow deep into the ground for moisture
but may be Seen scurrying about with

e paper or trans; arent tape
2 medicine -droppers

their eggs whenever their nest becomes
wet. Ants, like most animals, must make
living adjustments several times a year
to remain in an acceptable environment.
Inadequate food or water, or excess
water, may cause 'themto enter human
homes where they can often find both
food and water or escape flooded soil.

assorted posc;ble ant foods (peanut
butter. sugar, ice cream. .-2.eltal. nuts
flour, crackers, soda pop, popsicles,
honey)
3 pieces of cardboard (to crate wind
by waving)

5 soda straws
1 master each of three sheets of Action
Cards
1 duplicated Action Card for ea:-1
youngster or team of two (plus a
.

few extra)

ANTS

ANTS

Action Card

Action Card

Fanned Ants
'IL

AO'

SW

Which is the best way of changing an ant trail?

6

1. By providing rewards such as laying down a new trail of food?

Create a wind on an ant trail to determine what they do.

OR

2, By blocking the old trail with some object? (Rocks, sticks)

Materials; piece of cardboard to wave, or soda straw to blow
through.

Materials: Super food, rocks, soil, sticks, rope, cans.

ANTS

ANTS

Action Card

Action Card

Ants Sometimes Get Lost

Block an Entrance
,

1

1.

4

(

45,4.

"Lose" an'ant by letting it crawl onto a leaf and setting the leaf

Find the entrance to an ant nest. (If you haven't located a nest

down close to, but not right on, the trail, What does the ant do?

yourself, check with a team that is following ant tails to the nests.)

,

Using a pencil or a small stick, partially block the entrance. What

Place an ant from one trail of colony onto another trail or colony.

do the ants on the outside do?

No materials needed.

Materials: stick or pencil

0
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ANTS

ANTS

Action Card

Action Card
is

/

Ant Flood

Where is the Ant Nest?

4:7:21rowialamora..
0

/

Slowly drop one to twenty drops of water on an active ant trail to
find out what the ants do.

Find an ant trail and see if you can find out from watching the

Use a sprinkler to fake a rain storm on an ant trail. What do the

ants which way their home is, Then follow the trail to the ant nest.

ants do? How long before life is normal again?

No materials needed.

Materials: water, medicine dropper, water sprinkler,

ANTS

Action Card
Dead Ants

Find a dead ant and use a popsicle stick to squash it on the ant
trail, What happens?

Find a different kind of tiny dead animal and squash it on a
different part of the ant trail, What do the ants do?

Materials: popsicle stick, dead ant, or other animals

Do ants take shortcuts? Why do you suppose they take the paths

PREPARATION
Time of year. You will find more ants
above ground during warm weather.
Group size. This activity works best with
small groups of four to eight children.

1. In full view of the youngsters prepare
a flour solution in a cup by adding
one-half teaspoonful of flour to about tei;
teaspoonfuls of water. Emphasze that
only a small amount of food or bait
should be offered to the ants.
2. Stir the solution with a cotton swab,
and dab a little next to an ant trail.

Site. 'Find an area thathas ants,
preferably lots of ants and ant trails. Look
along building edges, outdoor walks,
paths. and straight boards. You will be
most successful with this activity if you
work with the common house ants that

typically invade kitchens, picnic areas,
and other places where human food is
available. You will not have as much
success with the larger carpenter or
red ants.

Aifie
ai

."

Foodstuffs. All the foodstuffs you or the
kids bring will get dirty. so don't bring a
full jar of anything. Instead, place alT

amount equal to about two tablespoons
into paper cups or sandwich bags. Bring
extra sugar or sweet substances such as
jam. jelly, or sweet soda pop.

ACTION
Introduce the activity by calling the kids
over to an active ant trail and asking
them what they know about ants. After
listening to their ideas, suggest that they
experiment with ants and find out how
the ants respond to water, different foods,
disturbances, and other situations.

3. Observe the responses of the ants
for a minute. (They may appear to
investigate the solution, but probably will
not eat it. and may 'avoid it altogether.)
4. Express your disappointment at the
failure of the ants to eat your flour
solution. Ask the kids for some
suggestions on foods ants will eat, or on
how you could change the solution to
make it more appealing to the ants.

Discovering Super Food
1. Suggest to the youngsters that they
use the foods you brought to find one
that is a "super" food for these ants.
6

.

COMMUNICATING
ABOUT ANTS

2. Inform the kids that the ants may not
eat some undiluted food such as jam, but
may 'eat the jam after it has been 'diluted
with water.

,

After gathering the kids, ask some
of them to read their Action Cards and
tell the group what they discovered.
What techniques could you use to
keep your,home free of ants without
using poisons? (Providing food outside
the house, cleaning inside the house,
blocking entrance holes, etc.)

3. Point out the boundaries of the study
site, and tell the kids to use tiny amounts
of food. Divide the group into teams of
two and begin.
4. Encourage the kids to share their
super-food findings with the others.

Discover Other Ant Responses
1. After the kids have discovered a super
food for the ants in your area, invite
them to do some other experiments
with ants.

FURTHER ANTICS
Try, to get some of the ants from a
colony to start a new one by providing
them with lots of food at another

2. Distribute one of the duplicated Action
Cards to each team or youngster.
3. As the kids work on their experiments,
visit each of the youngsters to see how
they are doing. Encourage them to show
or tell you what they have discovered.
Encourage the teams to try other ideas
they may have that are not on any of
the Action Cards.
4. After a youngster completes an
experiment, offer her another Action
Card.

location.

Carefully carve away the opening to
an ant nest without tearing up the nest.
Are there many tunnels? Other exits?
Cross tunnels?
Discover what kinds of materials, e.g.
wood, metals, plastic, water, or concrete.
ants avoid or'refuse to use as pathwe,
Find out how ants around their
respond when a different kind of live
ant, or an ant from a different nest, is.
placed there,
El Find out what ants do at night.

ANTS

Action Card
Block an Entrance

WHAT TO DO NEXT

k

Follow the Scent
Isopods
Junk-in-the-Box
Materials: stick or pencil

StiCklers

A Better Fly Trap
Attract a Fish
Hopper Circus

5. Before you have to stop the activity,
gather the kids for some idea sharing.
f;'

,

Set III
Set III.
Set III
Set I'Set II
Set II

Set

.

challenge on it. Possible challenge:,

Many people enjoy a walk in the woods,
along the shore, or in other outdoor
places. An awareness of the variety found
in nature can enhance the aesthetic
appreciation and value of such walks.
The color of fall leaves, the fragrance,
shape. and color of spring flowers. the
textures and patterns of trees, ferns, and
mosses are only a few examples of the
variety found in the out-of-doors.

include:

P, Find the ten most unusual-shaped
leaves.

Find at least five different textures.
Find examples of at least five different
odors or smells.
Find at least five different kinds of
seeds.
Find it least five objects. each one of
k.lift et ent C 4101-

live dilicrcnt kinds
Hod at
cvidi,,ncc that animals are around
cli as a leaf .vith bites taken out

,--..11:11; Hi am:
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oncl in a \f,11.Hik.
1U5: ol()no it trail. .d nod
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it)

tive different kinds

(1,11t'c
(1,11,10_,IyHt

evidence thai people are around
example).
diiterent kiicls

)f

Find at lea,-,t

!,`

"C.

hi.' )

tlyCIS kVith (hrierClit
1,1r) )`,A'Ll

12;
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()(1

For seashore sites include:
diliCrk2111 IdIRk c)f

HH':k
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t

lot H

Fur tne group:

A

/

k!t peti

tape (for adhering challenges
to envelopes)
ghlt.2

For each team of two:
1

letter-sized envelope with one

A.;
.

,

Enviroiopes
ENVIROLOPE CHALLENGES

Find the ten most unusual-shaped leaves.
Find at least five different textures.

r
Find examples of at least five different odors or smells.

4
Find at least five different kinds of seeds.

Find at least five objects, each one of a different color.
-J

I.

Find at least five difierent kinds of evidence that animals are around (such as
a leaf with bites taken out of it).
I

I

I

Find at least five different kinds of evidence that people are around (trash, for
example).

I

Find at least five different kinds of rocks.
1

t-

-1

Find at least five objects with different shades of brown.

J

r

I

Find at least five objects with different shades of green.
I

1

1

I

Find at least five different kinds of shells.
I

I

Find at least five different colors on one shell.

f; 9
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2. Photograms. See Habit,:t Sun Prints

PREPARATION

(Set I). Compare and discuss the prints.

Site. Select a site where collecting small
samples of leaves, rocks, and twigs or
shells is not a problem. Obtain permission
if necessary.

3. Crayon Rubbings. See Gaming in
the Outdoors (Set 11). Compare and
discuss the rubbings.

4. Photography. Compare and discuss
the evidence later.
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Envirolopes. Make a ,'.7opy of th,
cal

challong,es that are aripropriate
cite and yr-)i.ip. Cur

Seleci, the
A.

\.:( u r

apayi
and acInere one to L,cich ,)f the eri.-.i..!lopes.

Alternatives to collecting. If regulations or a fragile habitat preclude
collecting. some alternative approaches
you can take for identifying discoveries
include:

1. Flagging. Use a different color of
cloth or yarn for each team. With thi!
method, the group
will have to walk

around the site to
discuss the choices.

I. Select a discussion area and point out
the boundaries of the site to the group.
Show your participants an example of an
envirolope challenge and encourage them
to discuss how the challenge might be

met.
2.

.he group into teams of two.
:,at each team will receive an
with a challenge on it. The
envei
twenty minutes to search
teams. '';ill
for small samples. Make a rule that each
team's samples must fit in the envelope.
Save one onvirolope for yourself. and
distrihute the others to th.' group.
Circulate among the teams as they
search. encouraging th,,rn to investigate
fur-tiler, Lister. to anv unusual reports.
and offer encotiragernent Or assistance
when necessary.

I Call e,,ervone back together after
tweiv: minutes, and ask each of the
teams to-display their collections. Ask the
teams to circulate. observing and informally discussing each other's evidence.
5. Select one or more collections that
appear particularly interesting, and ask
the teams to report to the group on what
they collected and what their collections
show. Ask the other teams to check their
collections for items that could be added
to the collection being shared. Continue
this process for as long as the participants
find it interesting.

Cr)

owl

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
CHALLENGE: "FLY" LEAVES

ALONG A LINE TO DISCOVER
1. What objects appeared in more than

WHICH LEAVES CATCH

one collection?

MORE WIND,

2. How does the evidence of other
animals ',ompare with the evidence of
people? Did You find more evidence of

animals or of people? What types of
evidence do animals leave? What types

of evidence do people leave?
3. Which collections contained the most
items? Why ?'

,

I

4, Which was the most difficult challenge

to meet?
5. Which item, because of its variety of

properties, could beincluded in the
largdst number of individual team
collections?

Keep, discussions short lf, however, a
discussion appears to wander from

biology to art or some other form of
creative expression, don't feel that you

have to guide the discussion back "on

course,' Such interest is the key to
developing environmental awareness,

appreciation, and understanding.

FOLLOW UP

1. Repeat the activity at a different site br',
at a different time of year.

2. Ask interested individuals to make if
new challenges for another hunt,

3. Make a collage with the samples
collected

WHAT TO DO NEX

Pigment Puzzles
Variation Game

Wha Goes there?

,

Plat Patterns
Sensory ffi-Lotfunt

A strong wind can take all the fun out of
many outdoor activities. But Fly A Leaf
takes advantage of a windy situation. Kids
will be cheering the wind instead of hiding
from it. It's a breeze!

MATERIALS
For each team of two:
1

leaf line set-up (to be assembled by
kids):

Wind exerts a force on objects in its path.
Animals can usually escape this force by
moving to a sheltered place, but plants
cannot move to avoid the wind. The
amount of wind force a plant can
withstand is partly determined by the
number, size, shape, and flexibility of its
leaves. The more wind individual leaves
'catch. the greater the total force on the
whole plant and the potential damage to
it. Leaves are the primary food-producing
structures of most plants. If leaves are not
able to stand fast against the force of the
wind and are blown away, the plant loses
its major source of food.

1
1

1

Wind affects more than individual plants..
however. In consistently windy areas,
whole communities of plants are molded
into pieces of soft, round living sculpture.
Such winds also affect the microenvironment: animals and plants that
cannot withstand strong winds are unable
to live in such areas.

2 sticks (broomstick thickness) 1 meter
or longer
1 plastic soda straw cut into 4 or 5
pieces
1
six-meter length of 40 lb. test
monofilament nylon fishing line
(braided string doesn't work)
small piece of cardboard
roll of clear tape

hammer. rock, or board (for driving
sticks into the ground)

For the group:
1
1

1

In Fly A Leaf youii,;HI,Ts investigate the
interactions between .,vind and leaves.

watch with second hand
spool of thread (for "tattletails- to
monitor wind direction)
pair of scissors

Teams set up "leaf lines- and race
different leaves to see which ones catch
the most wind. After the leaf races the
youngsters briefly tour the activity area to
look for evidence of wind damage (torn
leaves. broken branches, bent or flattened
plants). The youngsters use the evidence
they find and the results of the races to

PREPARATION

discuss 'plant/wind interactions.

2. You will need two sticks (broomsticks,
dowels) a meter or more in length for
each team. Sticks must be sharpened so
they can be pushed into the earth.

1. Cut plastic soda straws (one straw for
each team) into four or five pieces each.

011111INININIONMMIIII

U

I

by

3. You will need to cut some 40 lb. t!st
monofilament fishing :ine into six-me,er
segments. one piece for each team. Wind
each segment around a small piece of
cardboard.

Time and Place
Select a large, flat lawn with trees. husl ,es.

and grasses. And. of course. order up a
stout wind!

Ask which way tt'e ,Aiind is blo.eing.
Tell the kids they will have to monitor
wind direction continuously to keep the
lines aligned with the wind direction.
Leaf lines are easily readjusted to
acc,flumodate changes in wind direction.

ACTION
FoL:us the youngsters' attention
on the ',vivid. Fell ti,,- group that one
,..,nvin,nmental factor that plants most deal
with the wind. Ask them to notice 11(3v.
the ,J'incl is bringing a great deal of force
to hey ;r on the leaves of these
2. S; to the challenge: "Let's i.ik(..:over
1.

:_->ome kids may want to attach a

''tattletaii'' on one stick of their apparatus.
Demonstrate,

\.vhich leaves catch the most c.k..!nd."

the youngsters the "leaf lines- that thek
will use to experiment with varions
Si-?t up one as a demonstration.

[his little device lets kids keep track of
which way the wind is blowing.
4. Divide the group into teams of two.
Distribute one unassembled leaf-line

set up. roll of tape, and some thread to
each team. Have the teams assemble their
Ig.

Slide several straw segments onto the line.
Tie the line to two sticks. Orient the leaf
line so the wind is blowing along the line,
and shove or hammer the sticks into the

ground. Show the group how to tape
leaves to the straw segments and fly them
clown the line.

leaf lines and then practice flying leaves of
many different sizes and shapes. Circulate
among the teams, encouraging them to
select leaves from the surrounding plants,
always searching for leaves that look like
"fast fliers,' 2 Tell the kids that there will be
a "fly-off later: each team will enter its
fastest leaf in a "fly -off" race. Allow
twenty minutes or so for free exploration.

(1)
co

r4

:..,Have a fly-off of fastest.
leaves ;:Set ,;:u

two orthree leaf lines

parallel tO:One.ariOther..HaVe. each team
bririgItSjastestleaV Time the events.
May be necessary to
Several
deteritirie Winners.. (The fly-off is usually
the kids to determine
:quite exciting:)
which featUreiof the leaves make them
fast or :slow fliers .(sharie, size, length,

0 Have the participants check the'

thiCkneSs):.

flexibility of fast- and slow4lying leaves.:
Do slow leaves. bend more when flip.;
wind blows fdreefully on them? (SuggeSt,::,.
to the kids that they try some large blacleS...'
of grass:)
O Does wind influence the shape of
plants? Check your area-for trees

BLOWIN' IN THE WIND

shrubs that are rounded off, ortree.Wi
branches on only one side. Can your
group determine thOlireCtion of the
prevailing wind?
O Can wind be beneficial to plants in
any way? Tell the youngsters to look for

Observe your "fastest fliers" on their
_plarit. Compare the actions of those
leaves to the actions of leaves on other

such things as seeds or pollen blowingin
the wind.
Is it autumn? Not all leaves fly on lea

plants.

I. Do whole plants bend?
2. Do the leaves move in ways that
enable them to avoid being hit by the

lines. To of -ne.nic how leaves fly when..

they are f4ee, play "catch a leaf." At the--.signal "GO!" competition starts and
everyone fries to catch three leaves before
they touch the gound. Sitridreasy? Trt:
it! Are "fastest" leaves the, hardef to
catch? Are small leaves easy? Have the
youngsters fly "hardest to catch" and
"easiest to catch" leaves on their leaf lines
to find out if there is a relationship. As the
kids aregazing up into the branches,
encourag-.. them to watch for birds,
squirrels, and other animals. How do
they respond to the wind?

wind's full force?

3. Is there evidence of damage? Leaves
blown off? Broken or bent plants? Are
some 'kinds of plants damaged while other
are not? Can you figure out why?
4. Which leaf types are lying on the
ground after a big wind storm?

FOLLOW THROUGH
0 Not all leaves are the same shape. Do
leaves that have the same area but a
different shape fly at different speeds? Ask
the kids to find two leaves of the same

kind and the same size. Have them make
one of these into a different shape and fly
the two "leaVes." Any difference?

Hold It
Pigment Puzzles
Seed Dispersal
Terrestrial Hi-Lo Hunt
Litter Critters

SensorxHi-Lo Hunt

7

Set. III

Set III :'
Set I
Set I
'Set I
Set I

ABIENZISEEVEZZEIN.

.11ALI,LNGt : FOLLOW YOUR

GROUP'S "SCENT" TO LOCATE
YOUR TERRITORY.

;.--;

N

. I. 1

o4C.-4'0?7\,?c,;,4:.g.'.y.14.,:=;k;

Many onimals.-unlike humans,
their keen sense of smell and their
ability to produce specific scents to
communicate t.k.ith others. Scents an,

used to attract mates and to keep
potential enemies away. Some animals
use scents to mark home territones. A
territory is the area an animal defends
against others of its own kind. The
area may be the possession of a single
individual or a family group. Mammals
use urine. feces. or substances from
special scent glands as property signs to

outline their territories. House mice. rats.
and dogs mark their territories with urine.
Male rabbits deposit a scent from chin
and anal glands on the ground and
bushes. The marking scent a deer uses
Comes from leg glands. These scent
marker.-; make the .territory familiar to the
owner and v,arn others to stay away.
In this activity. the youngsters explore
their Own sense of smell by following
scent markers outlining their group's
home territory.

or2si

each set. In addition, preparesfor-th&
demonstration two sets 'of 12 flags,:each
set of a different color. (It's OK to
two colors used in the previous sets..)

een- a

12O small
(10-cM'. 0

opsieleY<or

olored construction.paper, contact
papei-,.or:yani (four colors)

7

masking'. tape

1 pairof.scissors

For.e.....nt markers:

...,

6 thin kitChen'iiiOnge'of two colors
(e.g. .3' yolloW,spOnges,, 3 blue

sponges)
-4 bottles (29-m1 size):of liquid .extracts
.'(four different scents, e.g. anise,
coconut, peppermint, almond)
.10.plastic bags (bread-loaf size).10. Plastic sandwich bags
1 liter. of water'

For ffie group:.
3 late flags (for marking start/ nd
pozi wDy

1 ball of string with at least
of string (optional)

0 meters

3. Cut the spongesinto squares
aproximately. 1.5 cm on, a side../..e.ep
the two colors separate. :Orie sponge
Makes about 30 squares.:

4. Package ,the flags and sponges in the
larger plastic bags.

1
Each group of four participahts
receives:.
1. 1 liquid scent

2. Bag
_

ARATION
.

Site:.: Select: lawn, for this activity.

,,Prepaifour se4 of 24 flags each
:Use a'dif4rent color paper or yarn for

containing:

1 sandwich.big with 13 blue
:sponge:squares
1g:flags (all same Color):

.3. Bag 2, containing:
1 sandwich 'hag with 13 YelloW

cponge squares

Fox rise 4thoilstraticiikgalyte;
you 1.0311fiekech

C

:!..

-Color. as-in Bag

.

2 sandwiCh bags; each, containin
13 sponge 'squarft..(,ail the same
color)
2 sets of flags (each seta different
2 liquid' scents (any 2-Of the 4 yOu:'
have)

NEMEEMEM2E(iti

5. Scenting the sponges. (Scent only
the demonstration sponges: later you will
show the youngsters how to scent their
own.) Place your sponge squares (only
one color). 2 capfuls of an extract. and
8 capfuls of water in the sandwich bag.
Squeeze the bag so the liquid saturates
the sponges. Repeat the process with
another scent. using the second bag and
its 13 sponges.

6. Setting up the demonstration. Just
.before the youngsters arrive. set up two
overlapping scent territories using
different scent for each terrik.)ry. Place thk?

sponges about 1 meter apart. (Save ()I
sponge of each scent for a reference
sponge.) flag nne of the. common points
of the two ovk.frlappinq territories. This will

he the common starting point.

ACTION
Introduce the idea that many animals use
their keen sense of smell and specific
-,,mmunicate. Some animals set
scents
up inviji,H fences by marking a certain
their scent. In this way an animal
area
knows the boundaries of its territory (the
area which the animal will defend against
others of its own kind) and others know to
stay a.vay. Offer a few examples. Explain
to the participants that they will play a
game in which they mark and then find a
group territory.

Demonstration
1. Divide the group into two temporary
learns. Give each team one reference
sponge and a set of 12 flags. Show them
the starting point (flag) for the two
terit,:iies you set up before. they'arrived.
Challenge them to follow the scent,
marking. the outline of the territory with

the flags as they follok.k., the trail. Tell them

not to touch the sponges with their hands
or noses). Encourage them to get down
on their knees and sniff the sponges.
2. When all the flags are out. walk the
outlines of 'jour two territories as the
youngsters watch. Clear up any problems
and move on to the game.
7.
()leas at lea,:
ai)art for the gam,,,. E tell area

tour (:)verlapping territoties.Plac',,, one

flag in each arca to mark the
starting and ending point f,)!. the lour
territc)ries.

.77.777.777.774.77.1417,77.1.=1Z,71.,

MAKING "SCENTS"
OF IT ALL

The Game

1. What sorts of problems, if any, did
your group have in following your scent?
2. Which scents were easiest to

1. -Divide the large. group-into grbups
of four and then diyide each group into

recognize?

teams of two (These numbers can be
changed to accommodate more or

3. How do you think, your sense of smell
compares to that of a dog? A cat?
4. Are there any special scents around
your home that make you feel
comfortable? Can you recognize homes of
friends Wany particular scents?
5. Do humans set up territories? How do
they mark them?

fewer player's.)

2.' Introduce the materials by giving one
group its scent, and bags of materials:
yellow sponges to one team of two and
blue sponges to the other team.
Demonstrate how to scent the sponges.
3. Distribute the rest of the materials and
scents. After the kids have scented their
sponges, describe- the challenge.
4. Challenge each team to set out a scent
territory that the other team with the same
scent will be able to find. All blue-sponge
teams establish territories in one area
(point to "blue" flag); all yellow-spo%e
teams set up in a separate area (point to
"yellow" flag). These flags mark the'
common starting/ending point for the
territories. Each team uses 12 sponges.
retaining the reference sponge. Tell
the teams to place sponges about one
meter apart.
5. After the territories have been marked,
have the blue and yellow teams switch
areas. Challenge them to find their scent
and outline the territory with their flags.
Encourage the teams to use the reference
sponge to get the scent. Remind them not
to pick up the sponges.
6. As a group, survey the flagged
territories: Teams might-(rant to connect
all the same color flags iirith string to get a
better outline of each territory.
No have the group..collect all flags
and:sPonges. (You can wash the sponges
for reuse by adding a cupful of bleach to
a pan of water and 'soaking the sponges.
Rinse:thoroughly.)

FOLLOW UP
.

_

Challenge the kids to find the sources of
other distinctive scents in the activity site
or along a hiking trail. Then ask the kids to
pair up in buddy teams. One buddy closes
her eyes while the other buddy guides her
along the trail. The buddy being led tries
to determine where -she is by using only
her sense of smell.

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Ants
Leapin' Lizards
Silent Stalking
Attention!
Sound Off!

Set III
Set III.
Set III.
Set I -7.-

Set
.
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For each team:

Nearly everyone has fed birds at one
time or another: perhaps pigeons in an
urban setting, ducks in a park pond. or
seagulls at the seashore. These three
kinds of birds are especially interesting
and easy to feed. Maybe you remember
one especially beautiful bird or one
whose behavior you found particularly

1 sandwich baggy
1 set of Action Cards

For the group:
master for Action Cards; (2 sheets)

1

1 For the Birds "Model- Card
6 20cm x 20cm pieces of cloth
O colored construction paper for making

curious.

bird models

Most people enjoy the almost personal
contact that conies with feedii ig these
animals. For the Birds encourages you
and \.,ur.youngsters to observe these
intet-esting binds and, through feeding
!;.) dis,..ovei- more abnni them and
ti er behavi,g. I:amilies and small gi,,ups.
(nit
as well as large qr,}ups

many coli )1'S

masking pen,-;
:"

1111.s ,t,

,
,

-.,

i::

_

-----,...--------"\,

--.\--- -___-_-----...
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Bird foods:

11

t

t

,

1

i
ii

poi)corn
piy,e(.1n

I

plastic cups

PP

,eed,
((IR/6:1,11)1C 1;

P,

PHI

o

AMEMZESEEEr

clay for snake models

,

...---)

FOR THE BIRDS

FOR THE BIRDS

Action Card #1

Action Card #2

Offer two kinds of food to the birds at the same time. Which is

Get the birds to come as close to you as possible: Warning: Do

their favorite?

not feed birds directly from your hand.

........

ul

Antinemswlif.,
b.0

FOR THE BIRDS

FOR THE BIRDS

Action Card #3

Action Card #4

Put the birds' favorite food in a plastic cup. Do the birds find it?

In a group of birds, try to find one individual or kind of bird that

Hide the food under a cloth, Now can they find it?

gets most of the food. What happens when you, try to teed the

es aif
L,

birds that are getting less food?
o

U

FOR THE BIRDS

Action Card #5

4

FOR THE BIRDS

Action Card #6

N7Itc,2 a loud noise while remaining perfectly still. Then quietly

Find out if clan snakes or paper bird models affect the feeding of

make a sudden movement Which frightens the birds the most the

your hirds, If so, how?

noise or the sudden movement?

a

4\k

04

5

yl

.0.1i0,114:,..o,

rm. ................ amm so um mme mom n

FOR THE BIRDS

FOK TriE BIRDS

Action Card

Action Card

55.5

omb

PREPARATION
Site selection. There are mane places
where birds regularly gather to be fed be
picknickers or folks who just like to feed
animals. These birds have learned to
associate people with food, and such
gathering places are the sites to look for.

Scavenging seagulls frek:.;ue seashoie
-fl.ic areas. These aggressive bird's can
found in coastal city parks.
is
(2xcitern,21-11. cl-h)ose the site that

[:(

hn.- the latgest number and greatest
oi birds.

"Model- -Card (found in the
1°o/box folio) to prepare a st-ta:
and a bird mpdl as examples to shc.,,,
you- kids. (Bird and snake models are
re tuired for re of the Action Cards.)
Use

0.f31.

ACTION
1. Call the youngsters together off to the
side (..4 the feeding area. Divide tl group

,'

ut.

into teams of two and read the challenge.
Point out any birds who might already be
approi::ching YOU.
2. F.):stribute a set o- Action Cards to

I team. Explain that each card
presents a different problem to solve.
ea,.. 1

Action Cards
often found

Pigeont:

'

I,arks

and do .yntovAi

aie

i)ie.iful

:eLici,es and co.rii-es
stmplk., arnple
.1r.1 1.lnc
aci.! ,-orrn-nc7ilu found ill the

pond,:

and sir: 1H lakes located in most
ran often find several kinds
or duck: a!- the same site.

Offer two kinds of food to the birds at
the same time. Which is their favorite.
Get the birds to come as close to you
as possible.
Put the birds. favorite food in a plastic
.cap. Do the birds find it Hide the
food under a cloth. Now can
(hid it?

oroup of birds. in; to find one
individual or kind of bird that gets
n-,,,st of the food What happens when
yy.1 try to feed the birds that are
getting less food.?
---7.----mtzo2ztnawseiguEzazsr

as

E 73

Make a loud noise while remaining
perfectly still. Then quietly make a
sudden movement. Which frightens
the mo.4.i: the noise or the
the
-;ovement?
suer

Find out if clay snakes or paper bird
models affect the feeding of your
birds. If so, how?

of independently. Stimulated by the
birds, many kids will raise questions,of.'
their own. Encourage the kids to answer
their own questions by trying different.:
ways of feeding the birds. When inW.Nstbegins to wane or you run out of
call a halt to the feeding.
7. After cleaning up,.have everyone
share their observations and discoveries
about the birds. You may wish.to fOcus..
the discussion on the challenges on:
Action Cards. Did any of the teams have
different answers to the same challenge?-'
Do different 1,inds of birds prefer
different fo--L?

f4'

.

SOME WILD IDEAS .

\X

0

0

3. Warn the kids not to let the birds eat
directly out of their hands. (Some birds,
especially geese, might nip a finger or
hand.) Caution the kids to use Only small
amounts of food at any one time.
4. Point out your previously constructed
models, the equipment, and the bird
food. Tell the kids that everything they
need to carry out the challenges on the
Action Cards is there. (The kids can
gather their materials now or come back
and get items as they need them.)

f

.
S.1

F.7

a,

Distribute sandwich baggies for cutiying
food.
5. Let the teams spread out around the
site, but stay in contact with them.
6. As the youngte, s get involved in the
action, grab some food and. join in the
activity. Move from team to team, sharing
discoveries, questions, or approaches to
a particular problem. This is especially
helpful to kids who are used to working
under the direction of a teacher instead

Wbile For the Birds deals with bird
behavior, it also gives us the opportunity'
to share some feelings and ideas abbut
animals.
1. Why is it so much fun to feed
animals?
2. What does the term "wild" mean?:
Are the birds you were feeding wild?'
3. What might happen if we continually
provide food for the birds?
4. Do you think we could change an
animal's behavior by feeding it? How?.
5. What kind of animals, if any, do you
think we shouldn't' feed?

WHAT TO Ex) NEXT
Jay Play
Adaptation Predator-Prey
Birdfeeder
/eking to Food

Set III

Set I:
Set II
Set II

IngEMENIENCiiEdiRrat

living in
d marine sites 1 ,at have w&ve
2 a unique problem. They must
flowing water Or be
it. Many organisms
ia! shapes and structures that
!rn to withstand this force. A
Anp:, has legs with hooks.
to cling tightly to subtr?rged
abalone. has a broad,

oot that can exert a
s suction grip on underwater
rcx; anchor themselves with

dusts (anchoring structures)
tout.iii, rubbery bodies that
don't break with strong

Settling in protected areas is another way
organisms withstand currents. Clams
burrow into mud or sand. Fish often stop
in eddies or seek shelter among rocks,
thus conserving their energy while they
wait for the currents to carry food
their way.
Specialized shapes, holding structures,
and protection-seeking behavior are
examples of adaptations for living in
running water. An adaptation is any
feature of an organism that improves its
chances of survival and reproduction in
a particular area.
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ACTION
PART I CHALLENGE: CREATE AIN
ORGANISM THAT WILL
WITHSTAND CURRENTS IN YOUR
AQUATIC SITE.

junk box and spread out the construction
materials. Sticks, rocks, and other
materials can also be used. Suggest that
the teams pick something (a rock, log,
plant) in the water for their models to
hold onto before they add holding
structures.

Keep nets and troughs out of view or
under your control until the second part
of the activity.

1. Divide the group into buddy teams
and limit the activity area to a safely
manageable size (ten .to thirty meters of
a stream, creek. or shore line).
2. Stand by the water'where t-3very(..)ne
can observe. and hold up a cork or
sponge. Tell the kids that the object
represents a plant or animal that might
live in the stream. !)roli 111, -creature..
lads hoe:
into the water to show
organisms can be unshed away H.,
currents.

7. Ask the teams to check the holding
ability of their creatures by placing them
shallow and fast-flowing area or
an area of surging water. Give each of
the teams a milk carton to use 1.01- the
flood test.

3. Hand out one creature to everyone
and :.3k them to place the.:! creature:, in
It le water where t: .Jk; won't he washed

After everyone has checked the
holding structures they crL.-Y.:1, mention
that many organisms living in this water

have holding structures. These

structures are called adaptations
4. k.,Vilen they are finished. explain that

they lave just demonstrated one tka.,e

hecni.o.e they improve the organism's
chances of surviving and reproducing in a
particular area.

organisms avoid being w;,-ishecl av,:ak!:

.-,eeking a spot protected fr,)rn

-.rrent's main force.
.5. 1\4 w demonstrate the "flood test.'
Dump a milk carton f ,.:f water righi
next to one of the creatures. Dislodge
several creatures virt-, the flood test to
point nut the need for adding holding
(such as legs. roots, or hooks)
strut

to t'

:(itures.

-:ge the kids to add holding
that will allow the creatures to
struct
vvith,Laad the flood test. Bring out the
6.

(....11,-)E.
,

pp
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CURRENT THOUGHTS

PART II CHALLENGE: COMPARE
THE HOLDING ADAPTATIONS OF
ANIMALS LIVING IN YOUR SITE.
Introduc. Part II by telling the kids that
now they are going tocexamine the
hOlding..structures and behavior of
animals living in the site
1. Introduce and demonstrate the use of\
bug boxes; containers, and dipnets. (See
the "Aquatic Observation Aids"
Equipment Card in the OBISToolbox
folio:) Hand out one\set to each, team.
Then tell the kids to collect a variety of
aquatic animals.

-

When five 'to ten minutes: remain in
the activity period, call the teams back
and ask them to describe the holding
adaptations that they thought were
most effective.
0.Whith animal(s) resisted the strongest
currents?
Where' were the animals with,stron
holding abilities found? Did they live
in the same parts of the site?
What advantages might there be o
living in swift currents?
Ask the kids 'what adaptations they:;:
would like to have if they were to live r
fast-flowing water.

Returning the organisms. Have

yourv.ist?,s return the animals to the
places tf ley Were taken from. Mk the
to see how quickly the animals disappea
from view,'

FOLLOW THROUGH
.

4

2. After ten to twenty minutes call
the teams together and give them the
opportunity to share their findings.
3. With a Hold -It Trough, a dipnet, and
some of the captured animals,
demonstrate the use of the trough: (See
the equipment card.) Be sure to place
some bottom materials in the trough.
4. Hand out one trough to each team
and ask the teams to compare the

holding abilities of their animals.
Encourage the teams to look at the shape
or structures (legs, suction disks, hooks)
and at the behavior (strong swimming,
diving for the bottom, crawling among
rocks) of their animals as they hold onto
or move through the troughs.
-2111111111/110111111

1. Investigate pored animals and compare
their behavior to the behavior of stream
animals when both are subjected to
currents.
2. Compare animals found in a fast
section of a stream with those found in
slower sections, e.g. a' rocky bottomverSus z. muddy bottom.

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Can Fishing
Silent Stalking
Water Striders:

Great Streamboat Race
Invent an Animal
Water Breathers

Set IIL
Set I'
Set I.' .;;.

Set II
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An animal's behavior is closely related to
that animal's physical structure. Behavior
iswhat an animal does. Structures are
parts of an animal's body, e.g. feet.
legs. tail. or antennae. The presence or
absence and the shape and size of
structures of an organism determine the
kinds of things that animal can do. The
wings of a bird enable it to fly. The
broad, flat feet of a snowshoe rabbit
enable it to run on the surface of soft
snow. The hawk is able to catch and hold
prey because of its sharp, hooked talons
claws).When a structure is necessary to
the completion of a particular behavior. a

structure/function relationship

exists.

An awareness of structure/function
relationships can produce a better under-standing of the :...pkA.tal characteristics and

abilities oi living things. In this activity,
youngsters learn about structure/function
relationships by investigating isopods.

Have you ever seen an isopod? Perhaps
while pulling weeds or looking under a
rock you discovered a small. grey or
black animal with many legs. You may
have called it a pill bug, a potato bug. or
even a roly-poly hug. These are all
common names for isopods. At first
glance they all look the same. A closer
look, however. reveals several distinct
differer;ces.

isopods. When upside down on a smooth
surface, the pill bug has difficulty turning
over because of its domed body.

Another commoti isopod, the sow bug,
has two tail-like appendages and a broad,

flattened body that allows it to flip over
rr upsid,.-down position. The
easily we
sow bug cannot. however, roll into a IDA
as can the pill bug. The sow bug relies
instead on speed to reach a place where'
can hide from predators.
In this activity the youngsters hunt for
and collect isopods. By making
descriptive lists, the kids discover that
there are two kinds of isopods. Next. by
conducting a series of races that simulate
isopods escaping from birds, the kids
confirm behavioral differences between
the two kinds of isopods. The concept of

structure/function relationships

Note to leader:

This activity requires
two different kinds of isopods. See the
PREPARATION section for details on
locating and identifying the two types.

Boa
1

1

The

pill bug has a high domed body

that enables it to roll into a tight,
protective ball when disturbed. It is
generally a slower runner than other

is

then introduced and related to the
youngsters' experiences with isopods.

each youngster:

clear plash:, cup, plastic bag, or
baby-food jar
trowel, stick, or sturdy spoon .oi
digging

For the group
youngsters):

1 data board

(about sixteen

4,4,1- f.

1 marking pen
1 pigce of string, 30 cm long
several pieces of chalk \
4 81/2" x 11" pieces Of paper

the tip to leave a 2-cm openins. You will
need one funnel for every four kids.

scotch. tape
scissors

hand lenses or bug boxes*
*Available from the Lawrence Ha!! of
Science. See the "Equipment, Order
Form" in the OBIS Too/box folio.

ACTION

PREPARATION
Selecting a site. Sow bugs and pill
bugs are \commonly found together in the
same site. Find,a garden, a local park, or
a vacant lot that contains both kinds of
isopods.sMake sure that the site you
select has concrete sidewalks, hard
packed dirt, or smooth asphalt nearby.
This smooth, hard surface will be used as
a racetrack.

Finding isopods. Look in dark, moist
undisturbed spots with decaying plant
matter. Such decaying matter is food for
an isopod. Also look under boards, logs,
rocks, piles of leaves, and grass cuttings.
Dig into the litter beneath trees or on the
forest floor.. When you find an isopod,
place it in your hand. If the isopod rolls
into a tight ball, or is unable to flip Over
from an upside-down position, you have
a pill bug. If the isopod has two tail-like
appendages and quickly flips from an
upside-down position onto its feet and
runs, it. is a sow bug.

Just before ru start the activity, collect
two or three isopods of each kind to use
in introducing the activity.

Making "bird beaks." Roll and scotch
tape an FA" x 11" sheet of paper into a
"bird beak" funnel. Cut off enough of

.

1. Show your group the isopods you.
collected. Tell 'evetyone that today they
will is .nvestigating these animals, but
first they need to find some. Set the limits
of the activity siteeand challenge the kids
to find and bring back five to ten isopods
each. Distribute digginc,. tools and plastic

cups or bags to hold isopods. Caution the
kids to look carefully so as not to miss
the isopods. Start the hunt and join in
yourself. During the hunt make sure both
kinds are being found.-(Don't tell the kids
that there are two kinds.) If only one kind
is being found, direCt the kids to spots
where they can find the missing hind of
isopod. Stop the hunt when.each
youngster has at least five isopods.
2. Move the.group to the race site.Distribute hand lenses or bug boxes. Tell
the kids to look closely at the physical
structures and the behaviors of the
isopods. Explain that a structure is any
part of the isopod's body (e.g. tail or leg)
and that a behavior is what an isopod
does (e.g. runs, curls up). Tell the kids
that you will list their observations on the
data boards. By listing their observations,
many of which will be conflicting (rolls
into a ball, doesn't roll into a ball), the

kids should soon decide that they have
two different kinds of isopods. If they
don't realize this, paint out the conflicting
observations and ask the youngsters if
they might actually have two different
kinds of isopods.

3. Have the kids choose a name for each
kind of isopod. Perhaps pill bug. and sow
bug, or roly-poly and flat bugs.

The Race
1. Tie a piece of chalk to the end of a
30-cm piece of string,. {,'se a chalk and
string as a compass to draw several
circular racetracks on the comzete or
asphalt. Make one racetrack for each
group of four kids.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1. Which kind'of isopod won most
of the races? Why do you :think those
isopods won?
2. What effect did the size of the isopod
have on its finishing position?
3. How do you think slow isopods
protect themselves?..
4. Suggest some human structure/
.

function relationships.

5. Can you think of sorrie human body
parts orstructures'that have .no function?
What are they?
!'t Be sure to have the kids return the
isapo,is to the places where they were
captured.

2. Introduce the races as a way of
investigating the behaviors of the two
kinds of isopods. Describe the race
as a simulation in which isopods are
'dropped by a hungry bird and try to
escape being eaten.
3. Show the youngsters how to start a
race by dropping one of each kind of
isopod through the paper "bird beak"
funnel into the center of the racetrack.
Lift up the funnel and cheer on your
isopod hero. The first isopod to reach the
outside lihe is the winner. No flipping
over of upside-down isopods! To avoid
confusion, race only two or three isopods
at one time.
4. Each race takes little time so let everyone have several isopod races. Encourage challenge races between winning
isopods.
5. Call a halt to the races shortly before
your activity period is over. Discuss the
different escape behaviors of the sow
bugs and the pill bugs.. Aft< the kids to
suggest which isopod structures (e.g.
domed body, broad flattened body,
tail-like appendages) are needed for the
different escape behaviors. Introduce the

FOLLOW UP
1. Further Races. Race the two kinds
of isopods on a different kind of track.
Try gravel or grass. Do the behaviors of
the two kinds of isopods change?
2. Release some isopods on blades of
grass. Which'ki'nd of isopod is easier to
see in .the grass?

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Ants
Hold It

AdaptationPredator-Prey
Seed Dispersal
topper Circus
Litter. Critters

structure /function concept..
r;

Set III
Set III
Set I
Set I
Set II
Set II
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CHALLENGE: FEED JAYS AND
FIND THE COLOR OF FOOD THEY
PREFER. TRY TO CHANGE THIS
PREFERENCE BY ALTERING THE
FL.A1,1()R OF THE FOOD OF THE
PREFERRED COLOR.

PREPARATION
Select the site. Check out possible sites
where jays gather. Picnic or camping
areas, parks, or established bird feeders
are often good places. Select a site where
at least five jags readily go after food that
you set out. Identify one highly visible
bait station, such as a low limb, a bench,
or a flat rock, to be used by the entire
group.

MATERIALS
For each group of ten:
1

h pliAstic
1.
1

>duce bags

Prepare the bait. Prv.cook an eight

data board.
marking pen
salt

o otlicr flakorings such as cayenne.
pepl ,-.1. hot sauce. mustard.
almond extract
mixing containers. (,.g. milk-carton
halves

paper towels for ,k:iping hands
stick or ,pox-.)n to use in mixing

e wrist
'.1111)11CatUd AC (10t1
1

Blue Jay

eight-ounce package of elbow
macaroni (cooked: gee
PREPARATION section)
food coloring
red. green.
blue, yellow

master of eVtion Cards (2 sheets)

Optional:
binoculars
field guides to
local birds

k

ounce package of elbow macaroni
withow- uddin the :,f-± to the cooking
water. When the macaroni is tender.
divide it and the cooking water into six
equal parts. Set aside two parts of
macaroni. Place the remaining four parts
into separate bowls. To each bowl add
one teaspoonful of a different food
coloring. Stir until the dye covers all the
macaroni. If the macaroni is not a bright,
rich color add a little more coloring. Let
the macaroni sit for ten to fift,!en minutes.
Rinse each color of macaroni separately
in a collander, drain, and package each
in a separate plastic bag. Package the
leftover white macaroni in two bags.
Refrigerate the macaroni until you are
ready to use it. Use the prepared
macaroni within five days.
Duplicate enough Action Cards for each
team to have one card.
:1.7

.

JAY PLAY

Action Card

JAY PLAY

NIVMe

How many different birds did we attract to the food?

Action Card

How many food pieces do the birds pick up at once?

Were they all the same kind?
1

2

3

4

!f not, how many different kinds were there?

"
11

9

0142

JAY PLAY

JAY PLAY

Action Card

Action Card

How long do birds stay by the food before they fly away?

What appears to be the birds' favorite color of food?

AI 9
Favorite Color__

Second Favorite Color

0

00

0

ho 0
U

.
0

0

JAY PLAY

JAY PLAY

Action Card

Action Card

Are the birds communicating with each other by

How do the birds approach the food?

calling to each other?

go right to
looking at each other?

doing something else?

look around a lot

What?

sneak in

._.._

9

ACTION
1.1 A iiijay site, show the,youngsters
thi\colorednacaroni and explain that it
will he used as bait to attract birds. To
Plno

3. As soon as the youngsters finish
putting out the macaroni, have them sit
in a group at least six meters away from
the food. Caution them to be quiet and
have patience. One youngster should
note the time the trial begins to see how
long it takes for the first birds to come to
the macaroni.
4, Distribute one Action Card to each
team. Each card gives different
observation instructions. The teams can
share their observations at the end of the
session.

get the youngsters thinking about
preferences in food color. ask: ".How
does the color of food affect your
decision to, eat it? .'Holy would you
react, to black mashed potatoes or blue
chicken:Y. Encourage a short discussion
of how. through experience. we expect
certain foods to be a certain color. Ask
the youngsters how they think birds
might learn such things. Then read the
challenge to them.
2. Divide the group into five teams. Give
each team a different color of macaroni.
retaining one package of white macaroni
for future use. Point out the bait station
you have selected for placement of the
macaroni.- Then have the teams alternate
the Colored pieces of macaroni in a line
like a string of Christmas tree lights, i.e.
so that all pieces of one color are not
clumped together. Each piece of
niacaronishould be about 4 cm from the
next one in line.

Tell each team to keep track of how
many of its color of macaroni have been
eaten. As soon as eight pieces of one
color are gone, end the trial. Have each
team record on the data board how
many pieces of its color were taken. Ask
the group which color the jays preferred.
Suggest to the group that they conduct a
second trial like the first one. (A second
trial serves to reinforce thecolor
preference in the jays and allows the
youngsters to catch action they may have
.5.

missed in the first trial.)

Scrub Jar.

6. After the second trial ask the
youngsters to use the---data they recorded
on the data board-to determine which
color the blrd.r.prefer. (Usual!'.' it is ,A;hite.)
Ask the.yOungsters if they can

ways:to change the birds' color
preierence in macaroni. Among the ideas
.00$1! usually suggested is making the preferred
L;t,,11,:r

color tastebad. Show the Teams the salt
and explain that.adding salt to the white
macaroni will not change the color, just
the taste. Give the white-color team a
mixing container, the salt, and a mixing

stick. Make sure that enough salt is added
to completely coat the macaroni pieces.
Use some of your reserved white
macaroni if it is needed.
7. If jays do not prefer white macaroni
have the children add one of the other
flavors to the preferred color of macaroni.
(The white salt will change the color of
the dyed macaroni as well as the taste.),
S. After the preferred color is altered in
taste, conduct a third trial similar to the
first two trials, but using the salted or
flavored macaroni in place of the
plain-flavored macaroni. After eight
pieces of one color are eaten, record the
results on the data board. Be sure to
indicate which color, was salted or
flavored.

9. Conduct one or two more trials as
interest permits, If the birds will not eat
the salted'Or flavored macaroni,
encourage the group to conduct another
trial using only plain-flavored pieces of
the preferred color of macaroni. Record
the results. Did the jays learn to avoid
what was once their favorite color, even
though it now tasted good?

10. Before the session ends, have the
teams share their Action Cards and
findings with the group. Encourage
everyone to contribute any behavior or
information they observed.

JAY SQUAWKS
1. Do you think jays can learn? How
well did they learn and how quickly?
2. In what other ways is color recognition
important to birds or to humans?
3. Why do you suppose jays are willing
to try foods that they normally' don't eat?

FOLLOW THROUGH
This activity usually prompts youngsters
to further explore color preferences or jay
behavior. Some sugges'zed challenges are:
1. Find out if jays prefer different colors
of food in different locations. Do they
seem to like one color on the ground and
another color in the branches?
2. Discover if jays will eat macaroni of a
non-preferred color if it is the only color
available.
3. Use food to bring the jays as close to
you as possible.
4. Find out which kind of food the birds
prefer when they must select from a
number of foods of the same color. For
example, conduct a trial using all
white-colored foods such as macaroni,
bread (without crusts), turnips, popped
popcorn, and potatoes. After a food
preference has been determined, try to
change the food preference by salting the
preferred food..

WHAT TO DO NEXT
For the Birds
Attention!
Who Goes There?
Birdfeeder
Flocking to Food
1

Set III

Set I
Set I
Set II
Set-11
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LOOKING AT LITTER
In this activity, the youngsters examine
the litter in the site and, using the
evidence they uncover, decide whether
litter is a problem in the environment.
The activity does not advocate littering or
cleaning up litter. Litter may be removed
during the course of the investigation,
but this decision should be left up to the
participants. After all, how would you like
someone "out there" judging your home
to be undesirable and hauling it away to
an "appropriate" place? No matter what
decision your youngsters make, they
probably will be surprised by the
numbers and variety of animals living
in their litter collection.

CHALLENGE: FIND OUT HOW
ANIMALS USE MAN-MADE LITTER
IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT.

Optional:
6-8 white-bottomed containers
(milk-carton halves)
6-8 magnifiers*, or

6-8 bug boxes*

Alternate Collection Method:
1 medium paper bag per youngster

1111111.11111111

MATERIALS
For the group:
4 large cardboard boxes (6 if site is rich
in litter)

*Available from the Lawrence Hall of
Science. See the "OBIS Equipment
Order Form" in the OBIS Toolbox folio.

PREPARATION
1

rr-l--king pen

Select a site that contains an ample
supply of man-made litter. The longer
the litter has been in the site, the more
animals you are likely to find.

ACTION
Gather at your littered site. Invite the
youngsters to look around the area.. Draw
attention to the litter by asking if anyone
noticed the papers and cans. Ask the
participants what effect they think the
litter has on the organisms (animals and
plants) living in the environment. Tell the
group that one way to find out is to
collect the litter and examine it.
2. Define the boundaries of the area to
be "de-littered- by the group, and divide
the group into teams of two to foul.
youngsters. Give each team a box and
send the teams out to collect all of
1 .

the litter,

3. When the participants have collected
the litter, call them back to look over
their spoils. Encourage each kid to look
at. into, and through a piece of litter to
see if there are any animals living in it.
With any luck at all someone will almost
immediately find some insects or other
small E:nimals.

4. Suggest sorting the litter according to

into the white-bottomed containers and
then place the piece of litter in the "With
Life- box. Litter that does not contain
organisms should be placed in the
"Without Life- box. Allow plenty of time
for this part of the activity, encouraging
the youngsters to look closely at the
organisms found and to share their
discoveries with each other, Make sure
that all organisms are returned to the
environment at the end of-the activity.

Alternate Collection Method
If your site has only a small amount of
litter, and you want to be sure the
youngsters have the opportunity to
observe the animals lurking therein, use
the "sort as you go" method. Form
teams of two and give each team two
paper bags, one labeled "With Life- and
one "Without Life.- Have the teams
investigate each piece of litter as they go.
and place it (and its organisms, if any) :n
the appropriate bag. When you call the
group back together, the Withs- and
"Withouts: can be condensed into large
boxes and discoveries shared.

whc.-fther or not there is anything living in

it. Condense the four boxes of trash into
two bOxes, and label the empty ones
"With Life- and "Without 'Life.- If your
site is particularly rich in litter and you
h.lve extra boxes, use them for additional
"With- and "Without- boxes.

6tv

O

GIVE IT A "LITTER"
THOUGHT
Look over the "With" and "Withoutpiles of litter. What kinds of litter do
animals use? (Paper, cloth, cardboard.)
What materials are not used by animals?
(Plastic, glass, metal.) Some "With- and
"Without- separations display this
materials preference very clearly other's
less clearly.

If you use the optional whitebottomed containers and magnifiers. put
them in a central location. Encourage the
kids to place Organisms from the litter
5.

Mini-Habitat. Each litter item and its
immediate surroundings make up a
mini-habitat. Have the youngsters
describe the conditions in some of the
litter mini-habitats. e.g. warm. dry, moist,
cold, humid.
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Look through the "With" pile for
evidence that animals have' been eating
litter (part of the process of natural
recycling). Which kinds of litter are being
recycled (eaten) and which are not?
Does the group think any changes should
be made in the materials used for
disposable packaging and beverage
containers? What kinds of changes?
Consider aesthetics. Does your site
look better wifh or without litter?
What might happen to the animals you
found in the litter if you remove the litter?
Will they find natural homes? (See the
FOLLOW THROUGH section.)
What effect does litter have on plants?
Were plants growing in litter? Under

\

r
f

You have a collection of litter: some that
supported life and some that did not. Ask
the group what should be done with the
litter. If everyone feels that it should be
either returned to the site or removed
to a trash can, follow this decision.
However, if some feel inclined to return
some of the litter, and others want to
dispose of it, form two sides to the
controversy. Have the "return it" faction
prepare a list of reasons why the litter
should be returned, and the "trash it"
faction prepare a list of reasons why it
should be trashed. Allow three minutes
for list completion. Then have a
spokesperson for each faction state its
point of view, using the list of reasons.
Let the teams rebut at the end of each
presentation. Work gut a solution to the'
problem. Act on the decision.
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litter?

A CONTROVERSY:
RETURN IT OR
TRASH IT?
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FOLLOW THROUGH
Find out where your litter animals live
besides in the litter. Look for their natural
homes in an unlettered site. Release some
litter organisms and see where they go.
Repeat the activity in a different
environment: see.-Ashore, city, farm, city

park, or tail, Do you find the same kinds
of animals using litter for homes?
Do you find more animals in litter
when the weather is cool and moist or
warm and dry? If your site is dry, moisten
a section for a couple of days and
compare discoveries with a dry area.

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Can Fishing
Isopods
Web It!

Set III
Set III
Set III

Natural Recycling in Soil
Litter Critters

Set I
Set II
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Male blue bellies and chameleons
establish territories and defend them
against other males. A territory is any
area that an animal defends against other
animals of the same kind. Male lizards
warn other males to keep away by
displaying their bright markings or throat
fans. making threatening postures, and
up and down with a mo-iement
that resembles push ups. If the displays
don't drive (iiff the rival, fighting may
occur Similar displays are used by males
during the breeding season to attract
In this activity the kids use lures to attract
iizai Lk and then plai:e lizards next to each
tiler to investigate lizard interactions.
Bo.-ause 1-.-)th kinds of lizards are quick to
startled. y(.)u will have more
st.ic:ess if
,:Ippn.)ach them with
caution For this reason. the activity
orks best
groups of two to six kids
pei leader Playing Silent Stalking (Set III)
is a quod ,..vai.;.,to help your kids develop
:he .ralking skills
will need to get
close
lizards.

1,11ARD I-1-1 DING FTHAVIOR AND
-11()V-, fiLTWEEN
1.1/ARIP,

MATERIALS
For each kid:
i.i.,.,11(! Rig
(7,

For the group:
"Lizard Rig- .Equipment Card
junk box (bits of yarn. cloth. colored
paper, foil, rubber bands. and other
lure materials)
2 pairs ofscissors
1

several vials of thick tempera paint (3
or 4 different colors)
several small watercolor paint brushes
1 cup of water for washing brushes
2 to 4 magnifying lenses* (optional)
Available from the Lawrence Hall of
Science. See the "Equipment Order
Form" in the OBIS Toolbox folio.

PREPARATION

e111,11i2S.

1

For Mark and Release:

Site. Lizards are Most abundant during
late spring. summer, and early fall.
Choose the middle of a warm sunny day
to look for good lizard sites and to
conduct the activity. Select a site that
contains a good number of lizards (one to

two per buddy iam). Finding a good
lizard site is a good pre-activity task for
the kids.

Blue bellies prefer sunny areas and
inhabit grassland. chaparral, and open
woodland areas. Favorite haunts include
wood-piles, dry creek beds, fallen trees.
fences. old buildings, tree trunks. rocks.
and brush heaps. American chameleons
are climbers that prefer shady areas and
are Commonly found on trees. shrubs.
vines, fences. and sides of .buildings.

Safety. Because many kids are timid
about handling lizards you may have to
do most of the initial handling. Both blue
bellies and chameleons may try to bite if
they are handled roughly. but their bites
are harmless, not even strong enough to
break a person's skin. Even so. being
bitten scares many people. Practice the
handling procedures outlined in the
"Lizard Rig' Equipment Card (in the
OBIS Toolbox folio) so you can
confidently show the kids how to handle
lizards. Stress gentle handling!

ACTION

Invite the kids to experiment with a
variety of lures. When someone comes
up with a "hot- lizard lure, encourage
kids using less successful lures to
compare the "hot lure- with their own.
Try to see to it that everyone gets. to see
a li:ard leJping and grabbing for a lure.
7. Met fifteen to twenty minutes of
experimentation with lures, call the teams
together and ask them which lures were
successful. What sizes, shapes. colors,
and types of movement worked best?
Ask the kids: "From the way the lizards
reacted to the lures. how do you think
6.

Lizards Feeding
Divide the group into teams of two or
three. Set up at least ten meters away
from the lizard area.
2. .ocate a lizard and let the group
.ipproach to get a close look. Emphasize
the slow. quiet approach.
Return to Me preparation area and
introduce the activity by telling the kids.
r:. going to use lures to discover
lizards get their food and what they
might eat.
1
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lizards get their food' ?. What do yoU think

they might eat?"
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1. Introduce the second challenge by
asking the group if anyone observed two
lizards together. (within a few centimeters
of one another). "Let's find out how
lizards react when one lilard is placed
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Pull ,mt Litard Rig and explain how
it can he used t,) dangle lures near a
equipMent card.)
Hand out the Lizard-Rig materials.
Atter each team has o.mstructed a rig.
challenge the group to create lizard lures
fr wn the Junk hox materials or from
non living materials around the site. Help
any teams that are-having trouble
,1

attaching. kin'-. to their lizard rigs.
Emphasize ,,nce again that the lizards

must he approached cautiously or they
will scamper and hide.

.

2. Show the group how t(.-) tie a sliding
noose on their Lizard Rigs and explain
the procedure for catching lizards. (See
the equipment card.)
3. Try to catch a lizard to demonstrate
the noosing procedure. If you are not
immediately successful, don't waste time
trying to catch a lizard. Challenge each
team to catch a lizard.
4. When the first lizard is noosed. call the
. youngsters back and demonstrate the
Handling and tethering procedure. (See
the equipment card.) Encourage.he kids
to touch and handle the lizard. This is a
good time to explain that the more
brightly colored blue bellies or the
chameleons that display a large red throat
flap are probably males.

5. When two or three teams have
captued and tethered a lizard. suggest
that they try the following experiment
when they locate a free (Cmtethered)
lizard.

Lizard Experiment: Starting about one
to two meters away, place a tethered
lizard within sight of a free lizard and
slowly move the 'tethered lizard toward
the free lizard. At what distance does the
free lizard react to the tethered lizard?
What happens?

4. Were the enct'unters between maies'
and females different than encounters
between lizards of the same sex?
5: Territories. Explain that many
animals, including dogs, cats, and many
birds, set up certain areas and defend
them against-other animals of the same
kind. Biologists call these areas

territories-. Suggest that one explanation
for fhe displays and the attempts at
driving away intruding lizards might be
that lizards also set up territories and
defend them. Ask the kids if- they think
people haveterritories.' Ask the kicIS b8;
explain their answers.

6. Encourage the teams to place their
tethered lizard next to both a larger lizard
and a smaller one. How do the lizards
respond? See LIZARD TALK for-other
suggested questions.
7. Be sure to return the lizards to.the
places where they were, found. If you can
bring the group back to: the site within a
couple of:weeks, you may want to mark
several lizards before releasing them. (See
the. Mark, and
section.)

LIZARD TALK.
-s

Call the kids together' to share their
observations. Ask them to describe how
the free lizatl,ds acted when a tethered
lizard was slowly brought closer to them.
1.,How did free lizards respond to large
-and small lizards? Howwere the.,
responses different?
2. Did any fighting between lizards
occur? What happened?
3. Why -do you suppose some lizards
bob up and down, arch their backs, and
Move so stiffly when approached by
another lizard?'

FOLLOW THROUGH
1. Mark and Release. Dab a small
circle of paint on the base, of each lizard's
tail. Use a different color of paint for each
mark that lizard's capture point
with a ."_) of the same color of paint.
Release the lizards a few meters from
their capture point. Visit the site over the
-next feW days to see if any of the lizards
have returned to their former locationS.
2. Smile! You're on Candid Camera. An
interesting follow' up, if your kids have
access to a camera, is for them to try to
get a close-up picture of a lizard.

WHAT TO.. DO NEXT
Mystery Marauders
Water Striders
Adaptation
Predator-Prey
Invent an Animal
A Better Fly Trap
Attract a Fish

Set III
Set III

:Set I
Set I
Set II
Set II
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in; animak eat plailfs. La'rgt., animals

co.k.:$. and (leer it large
.ainotints of plant material. frequently

devouring plants right clown to the earth.
Small animals such as grubs. beetles. and
grasshoppers eat much smaller quantities
of plant materials as individuals, but their
combined effect OR plants is much greater
due to their tremendous numbers.
1

For each youngster or team of two:
Action Assignment Card, duplicated
from master (optional)
2 medit'rn -sized plastic bags
1 magnifier'= or bug box*
1

Multir.udes of different kinds of insects

attack almost every part of every kind of
plant. The part of the plant insects most
frequently nibble on is the leaf. Evidence
left in the wake of feeding insects is quite
varied. Some leave only tujigs behind,
consuming entire leaves. Some chew
sma'fl ((Auld holes in leaves, and others
make .,vorm-shap,2d channels. Some work
from the edge inward while others prefer
to scropew.vati one surface of the leaf..
Jo the trained observer. th,2 method of
attack on a leaf c,In be a clue to the type
cat animal feeding on the plant.
in ML'ste'ry Marauders youngsters assume
the r(111,-!. on detectives and gather evidence
of animals feeding on the plants in a
vacant lot. meadow, or vegetable garden.

After the evidence has been gathered, the
kids return to the site to round..up the
"suspects" at the "scene of the crime.inadv, the youngsters attempt to catch
ygne.,f the suspect's associates by
orgarii,:ir a "shake down- in the
din,l(jed

1 sweepnet, OR
1 Shake -It Container

'For the group:
1

master of Action Assignment Cards'

1 "Sweepnet" Equipment Card, OR
1 "Shake -It Container" Equipment Card
*Available from the Lawrence Hall of
Science. See the "Equipment Order
Form" in the OBIS Toolbox- folio.

PREPARATION
1: Select a site with "holey" plants.
Check several different plants for holes
in leaves or missing leaf edges.
2. If you are going to use the Action
Assignment Cards, duplicate them in

MYSTERY MARAUDERS

Action Assignment Card

Oid

MYSTERY MARAUDERS

NSA&

Action Assignment Card %arr

It has been reported that some mysterious animals are eating the

It has been reporter; that some mysterious animals are eating the

plants in this area. Your Action Assignment, if you choose to accept

plants in this area. Your Action Assignment, if you choose to accept

i7is to gather some leaf samples as evidence that this is true. Look

it, is to gather some leaf samples as evidence that this is true. Look

for leaves with holes in the middle.

for leaves that have the edges chewed away.

i

MYSTERY MARAUDERS

MYSTERY MARAUDERS

Action Assignment Card

Action Assignment Card

It has been reported mat some mysterious animals are eating the

It has been reported that some mysterious animals arc eating the

plants in this area. Your Action Assignment: if you choose to accept

plants in this area. Your Action Assignment, if you choose to ac,cept

it, is to gather some leaf samples as evidence that this is true. Look

it, is to gather some leaf samples as evidence that this is true. Look

for curled, browning, or shriveled leaves.

for surf ace scraping on the leaves.

pliFt /4
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advance.
3. If you are going.to make nets or
Shake -it Containers. do so in advance.

(See the -Sweepnet- and -Shake-It
Container- Equipment Cards in the OBIS
Toolbox folio.) Nets work best in areas of
grassland or IcAk; shrubs. The Shake-lt
Containers work well with bushes, shrubs,
and trees.

ACTION
You cein introduce the activity either
verbally ig with Action Assignments.
hich arc more specific and usually work
i),,r;,,y with older kids.

Introducing the activity.
Verbally. At the activity sift, say: -It
has beet' reported that 0 mysterious
l-,a!s been eating plants in this

each participant or team. Tell the kids
to take five to ten minutes to locate
and bring in the evidence.
2. Look at the evidence. Spread it out for
all eyes to see. How many different kinds
of damaged plants were gathered as
evidence?. Which plant is most popular as
a food source'?
3. Challenge the kids to find out which
animal was responsible for the damage.
Send them back into the site with a lens or
bug box to look closely for suspects at the
scene of the crime. Tell the kids to look for
animals in the act of eating leaves or at the
site of the plant damage. Suggest looking
in buds. on the tips of branches,. on the
undersides of leaves. and in curled leaves.
Asl, the kids to retain suspects in their
plastic bags and share results with the
other investigators. Did. they identify any
culprits?

4. The suspects now under surveillance
may..ave undiscovered accomplices in
the field. Organize a shake-down
operation ..vith your sweepnets or Shake -It

technique. (See the -Shake-lt ContainerEquipment Card.) Demonstrate the
technique(s) and send the kids out with
plastic bags to bring in the suspects for
observation.

5. Informal line-up. Call the group
together to share disco,,eries.'Have
-everyone put their "bagged' suspects in a
line and look for interactions. Introduce
leaves into some bags: Do any insects go
to them? Eat them? Are any suspects
attacking other insects (acting as
predators;?
art'a i Y xi Mal; ,..,ant to show them
ichf with holes:l Your assignment
taki' plastic bag and gather some
sample,-; as evidence that this is
the kid-, to take five tc.) ten
minutes to completethe assignment
and bring in the evidence.
Written. Distribute one ActiOn
Assignment Card and plastic bag to

CHEWING THE
RAGWEED
Wrap the investigation with a brief
discussion.
1A/Tho did the dirty work'? On what
C'D

Fowl

FOLLOW THROUGH

'St;

91.5e

evidence do you make your judgment?
r..] 'What was the crime? Getting something

to eat? Aren't we all guilty of that? What
should the sentence be?
Were you able to associate certain
animals with certain kinds of damage?
Did theishake down produce any
animals (predators) that help keep the
plant eaters under control? (Spiders,
mantids; ladybugs, or others?)
U If no culprit was identified, why do you
think you couldn't find one? Too. hot? Too
cold? Too light? Too early? Moved on?

Plant-eating animals are known as
"pests" when they dine on your vegetable
garden. Set up a pair of similar gardens.
Have the kids try to keep pests away from
one garden (screening, hand picking,
garlic spray, chickens, ashes) and let
nature take its course in the other.
Compare the results.
Are some pests associated with only
certain plants? Have the kids search
garden plants to find out what is causing
damage to various crops.
Are there some plants that show no
insect damage? Why might that be? Have
the youngsters check, leaf surfaces (tough,
hairy) and the odors of such plants.
Do animals attack parts of plants
other than leaves? Suggest that the kids
check fruits, limbs, bark, flowers, buds,
and roots.
O What animals come out to eat plants .
at night? Bring The group back with
flashlights and do the activity at night.
Have the kids make sun prints (Habitat
Sun Prints, Set I) of damaged leaves, The
youngsters can use these for a record or
.to create a work of, art.

.
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WHAT TO DO NEXT
Shake It!
Swell Homes

,

Web It
Animals in a Grassland
Inuent,a Plant
Food Chain Game

1 V'

Set III
Set III
Set III
Set I

Set I
Set ll
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Many animals are more activeduring.the

extra flashlight batteries
1 "Aquatic Observation Aids"
Equipment Card
1 "Night-Shine Flashlight"
Equipment Card

night than they are during the- clay.: "These

animals are described as noctOrnall.:1
Animals that are mainly active during the

day are diurnal. Skunks, many moths,
raccoons, and bats are nocturnal animals
Humans, most birds, butterflies, and bees

.Optional:

are familiar diurnal animals.

-

Nearly everyone knows that certain
moths and other nocturnal insects are
attracted to lights There. are also many
nocturnal aquatic animals that are
attracted thjmight
Fishermen have
long used powerful lanterns to attract
squid and shrimp to,the.:oter!s,surface..
For centuries 4opanese,cointhrant;
fishermen hasJe".Usectirriall:higi to lure
fish within the diving range of their
birds. Many other night fishermen take
advantage of the draWinapower of a
bright lightichen they fish for bass,
catfish, or .panfish. A rlantern hanging over
the water may even lure large fish by first
attracting the small organisms upon which
the large fish prey.
activil -the iOungsters search for
aquatic animals. that are active at night
and then use waterproof -flashlights to
discover which ones seem to be attracted
to light:

MATERIALS.
For each buddrteam:
2 *half-gallon milk cartons. (one labeled

"dark" and the other "light")

1 dip net

1 Night-Shine Flashlight (waterproof)
with fresh batteries

1 regular flashlight for eachtea
bug boxes* Or hand lense-0

-

for freshwater sites)

* Available from the Lawrence Hail

Sciene. See the "Equipment Order
Form' in the OBIS Toolbox folio.

PRIPARATION
Site. Choose 'a freshwater or saltWater
-site that offers easy wafer access and -r_
a fairly-lever§hote, dock, or other surface
from which to work. 86cause the group
will be working at night and moving by
flashlight, footing should be secure. Work.
in well protected areas such as coves,_
harbors;and bays if you plan to work
around,salt water. Low docks, pierS,'Orid
quiet tiaepoors usually make exciting
Night Shine sites. Cairn, clear water
will allow the kids to observe critters
Swimming through the flashlight beams.

.

For the group:
1 lantern (white gas or
battery powered)
to, light the central
discussion area.
-

Po- rid GUiaeS*

Visiting potential sites and trying out the
Night Shine teChniques and equipment
will help you choose a site that offers
plenty Of Night Shine action.

.

9

. Because your group will be
::,Working around water at night, basic
;:Water safety becomes even more

3. Point out the boundaries of the
activity site and emphasize that everyone
should remain inside the boundaries

Important. Clearly define the boundaries
of the activity site: Explain and use the
'buddy system. (See the SAFETY .section
in the Leader's Survival Kit folio.) Life
,PreserverS are always recommended but
:especially when working from low piers
or docks that stand over deep water
(waist-high and up). Caution everyone
to use care when moving about the site
to avoid slipping, falling, or accidentally
pushing someone into the water. We
suggest a maximum group size of eight
to ten kids per adult.

Equipment

during the activity.,

Searching for Nocturnal
Aquatic Animals
1. Tell the youngsters they are going to
search for aquatic animals that are active
at night. Introduce the terms nocturnal
and diurnal and ask for examples of
both kinds of animals.
2. Show the youngsters how to use a
dip net and transfer its contents into an
observation chamber partially filled with
water. (Refer to the "Aquatic Observation
Aids" Equipment Card.)
,

1. For instructions on making
observation containers out of half-gallon
milk cartons, see the "Aquatic
Observation Aids" Equipment Card
in the OBIS Toolbox folio.
2. See the "Night-Shine Flashlight"
Equipment Card for the waterproof
flashlight setup. Rig one waterproof
flashlight for'each team before starting
the activity.

3. Optional; In addition to the waterproof flashlight, a regular flashlight for
each team makeS moving around easier..

ACTION

3. Hand a dip net and an observation
chamber labeled "dark" to each team.
Challenge the teams to catch aquatic
animals in the dark and place them in the
"dark" observation chambers. If the
teams have flashlights, tell them that the
actual dip-net sampling should be done
with the flashlights off. Let the teams
search for critters in the dark for ten to
fifteen minutes. (See the NIGHT-SHINE

1.. Set up the lantern in a spot that will
serve as the central meeting area during
the activity.

2. Explain the buddy .system and assign
partners. Caution the kids about the
hazards of moving around at night
(falling, slipping, tripping). Ask everyone
to move slowly and .carefully.
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TECHNIQUE section of the equipment
card for the dip-net sampling procedure.)
4. Gather near the lantern and give the
teams a few minutes to share their
findings. Bug boxes or.. hand lenses are
useful for close-up viewing. How many
different kinds of animals were captured?
Save the "dal -k", containers and their

LIGHT CONVERSATION
--

1. Ask the teams to take a look at the
"light" critters and compare them with
the "dark" critters. Were different animals:,
caught in light than in darkness?
2. How did the _"dark" animals behave
(react) when exposed to light? Howabout the "light" animals?
3. Do you think the flashlights attracted
the animals or did they just illuminate
animals that happened to be swimming
by? Ask the teams for evidence to

animals for later review.
.

Searching for Light-See;ing Animals
1. Mention that some fishermen fish at
night using bright lights to increase their
-catch. Tell the kids that they are going to
see how the, nocturnal animals living in
this site respond to bright light,
2. Show the kids how toplaceta
waterproof flashlight in the water so that
the illuminated water in front of the
flashlight can be sampled easily with. a
dip net. (See the "Night-Shine Flashlight"
Equipment Card.)
3. Challenge the teams to catch any --animals that' swim into view. Distribute -a
container; labeled "light,'.' a waterproof
flashlight; and a dip net to each:team.
4. Let the teams flashlight4ish and
place captured animals in their "light"
containers until about ten minutes remain-in the period.s\Therrask the teams to .;
return to the lailtern with their "light"

support their viev,7s.

.

4.' What advantages might a nocturnal
animal have over a diurnal animal?

FOLLOW THROUGH

,

--,

1. To determine if the animals your
'group captured are really nocturnal,
return to the same site. during the day
anCr use dip nets and containers .to see
if the sathe animals are active.
2. Do Night Shine on a clear night with a
full moon and on a cloudy','"overcak
night. Compare your result.

critters and equirent.

WHAT TO DO NEXT
W.

Can Fishing
Web It
Who Goes There?
The Old White Sheet Trick
Water Breathers

r
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Set III
Set III
Set I
Set..!!

Set II
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MATERIALS

r )I,: ri- ,-11)( )iindS in the natural

eiinment throughout the year. but
atitutiin is perhaps the most colorful time.
(;reeir leaves of @infs, birches, and
poplars begin to turn i.,iellow, and leaves
inapies, and sumacs start turning
'hi:that:it shares of red. Some fruits in the
nrrrcess of ripening. such as tomatoes.
pumpkins. and berries. are changing
-,:lors. too Adding to this array are the

For each team of two:
2 half-gallon milk cartons (for milk-carton

containers)

2 coins (nickels, quarters, or pennies)
2 pencils or sticks
1

.). ,1))itul mani...ohl and dandelion petals,
O1,' k.511 I

1

t Ilk..'

1

( P:L5:1 0 f

!the plants is due to

pif3nlents:

For the group:

corrIpouncis: in the

actually contain

1

throt.ig11(.)tit the year. but
ci: ))t,. tire cireert pigments.
t1.,_
of green i)igr1i2nt

1

amolint

'-lit

1

,r: red. 1)iiri,1)).
i)iifllUlttS
I.

1

h
means
this activity. vow
;..ariety ot plant colors
c.tJn'gii
put/les.

-Milk-Carton Container- Equipment
Card
-flok.); to Make a Pigment PrintTechnique Card
package of
(offek! filters
(must he fine grained such as R( ckline
or Tricrilator brands)
roll of clear plastic vrap
roll of masking tape

quart of acetone-)
(See SAFETY section.)
quart of
vinegar
per of suss ors

:sligair) plant pigments

Ii

roll of transparent tape
thin piece of cardboard (old manila
folder) to use as a rubbing surface

1

date, boards

.

2 marking pens ir.fit:erent colors)

cm -ruler
pencil

1
1

'it

Available at gm r )(cert.' at .1 coftek. str)res.

;Viairabli.) at hardware. paint. and some
drug stores.

THE TIME AND PLACE
^.;

time tor i'iry'rient
i,,;!

this octivitvy

are living nitsr'ith
..dt,

rv;ers avdilabl,, in the
h
P ohtain permissioJi to
samples ) Fry to avoid areas
pokon
pois)im ivy. or poison
r.ard or ;(..)n a vegetable
t

, W ,,;irk fine An outdoor area
sheiteied from the wind is best for
making rqq,m,,nt prints

PREPARATION
Prepare mio milk carton containers t,
each team. or have a feu) interested
youngsters prepare them before tlie day
of the activity. (See the -Milk Carton
Cr)ntainer- Equipment Card in the OBIS
1

.

Tholhox-

Icr

_er.s=;4nct*1!

'

'ititbrie-:labeled,::

at the er of the'activi ;Both
acetone_
r ma '6:..feued if

contai

uncolor#

plaikto the participants that they
vestigatel pigisients:in plants:

Pt e.nti.'ate-colared.CoMpounds in
-,:Plants that:Create.* COlars we see.
S "inUlate':*ie !yOUrigkets'curioiitY about
ntColo*ibY:aSking some questions:

1.

2. l'vlake the pigment puzzles and the

`pigment-puzzle. boards. (See the. Making
Pigment Puzzles section of the. "How

to Make a Pigment Print" Techniqpe
Card in the OBIS Toolbox f6lio.Y

ok`IeaieS''and fruit§ are green during
e.groWing season and then turn yellow;
range', and :red. DO:you,thirik the yellow
pigrsient Might be hidden in a leafand
only appear in the'fall when the green
!color fades? 4r do you think the yellow
PigrrieSit:is a new_ product in the autumn
leaf? What about the red pigmenti?"
2. Explain to the youngiters that they"
can separate":differentpigments in plants
by using paper strips and "two
CautiOn .the groUp about inhaling.the
acetone fumes.. Demonstrate the entire
technique' with aCetone. Emphasize that
only a small sample, is necessary to snake
a print. Show. the group hoW to tape an
identifiable piece of the plant sample to

,thetop of the paper stripso the pigment
print and sample remain together.
3. Challenge the partiCipantsto &Aver
your pigment: puzzles.: Display the
linlabeled=Print.§ atid-ekplaTilthat7the-y-

SAFETYA word Of caution is neCessary regarding
the use of ,acetone: Acetone .furies
shOill0 not be inhaled ;, Work atitdOors!
..Acei).3rie-is also .flairirriable; Read, the label

rid:warn'ttie. youngsters ; The leader
should Pour the; acetone into.'the'

:

were:Made from leaves, fruits, and/or
floweie. Make it clear that: the same five
plantsamplei:are represented:on both
boards. Challenge the youngsters to find
out which plant part was used for each
print by making their own pigment prints.
4: Divide the grOup into teams of two.
Give each team two labeled cartons (one
"vinegar" and
one "acetone"),, two . ,
,
:coins, two pencils,,,15 filter-paper strips, a

N
N

cardboard sheet (to use as a rubbing
surface), and -a roll of tape.;
5. Help the teams get started. While they
collect plant samples, pour the liquids
into the cartons.'
6. EncOurage the youngsters to compare
each finished print with.the pigment
puzzles to find a match: For a. thatch,tape the print and sample next to the
appropriate puzzle. print. If a sample does
not match the puzzle prints, tape the
prints and samples to the "no match"
section of each board.

paper? How does the type,of liquid affect
the movement of the pigments in the
same plant part?
3. Did yoU observe some pigments
associated with certain parts of a plant?
Which pigments were found more often
in flower petals than in leaves or fruits?
Why might this:be?
4. Tear open a leaf that contained two or
three pigments. Can you actually, see thep gments?
5. Can you predict which hidden'
pig, ants will be in an untested plant? On
what evidence do you base this
predictiOn?

-

FOLLOW THROUGH
1. Try the same activity at a different
time of the year.
'2. Divide the group into two teams and
have each team prepare pigment puzzles
for the other team to solve.
3. On a day hike, have the kids collect a
few interesting plant samples and
investigate their pigments.
4. Bring in some other fruits, vegetables,
or leaves from the store or a garden for
the kids to test.
5. Ask the youngsters to use several
different plant samples to make one print
and see if they can separate all the

COLORFUL
CONVERSATION

pigments.

Ten minutes before the end of the activity
period, discuss the results.
/-: Do all colors separate into more than
one pigment? What hidden pigments did
you find? Do you suppoSe theSe hidden
pigments are in the plant all year round?
2. Which pigments moved up. on the

WHAT TO DO NEXT.
Envirolopes
Attention!
Moisture Makers

P/ant Patterns
Root's and Shoots

Set III
Set I
Set I
Set II
Set II
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In this activity, the focus is on the animals
.in .a community. The youngsters investigate some relatively simple communities
by shaking the foliage of trees and shrubs
to find the animals that-make their homes
on the !eaves and branches. The kids
compare these animals to the animals of
"mystery community': gathered by you
before the activity. From the results of
-their own shake downs the youngsters
determine whiCh kind of plant yielded the
mystery. community. Following the shake
down. the youngsters' observe community
interactions using a homemade View
Chamber.

MATERIALS
For each studeat:
1 3" r 5'" card
1
1

Shake-It Container
hand lens' or bug box*

Foi the group:
1

with low foliage that youngsters can easily
reach and shake. Hardwood forests,

stream and pond edges. and brushy
areas are all excellent sites. Also, keep in
mind that a stiff breeze can make this
activity very difficult.
.

Make up enough Shake-ltCbntainers
for every participant to. have one. If you
plan to use the activity format; make
-one or two View Chambers. (See the
"Shake-lt Container- Equipment Card in
the OBIS Toolbox folio fora information

on construction and use of both pieces
of equipment.)

ACTIVITY FORMAT
CHALLENGE: FIND A COMMUNITY
THAT MATCHES THE MYSTERY
COMMUNITY BY SHAKING DOWN
TREES AND SHRUBS.

"Shake-4 Container- Equipment Card

Additional materials for
activity format:
roll of masking tape
o a few extra plastic bags
large View Chamber
data l-Doarci and marking pen (optional)
1

1

1

`Available Irani the Lkvrence Hall of
Science, See the Equipment Order
Form.' in the OBIS Toolbox folio.

PREPARATION

PREPARATION

Shortly before meeting with your group.
go to the activity site and shake a few
plants to familiarize yourself with the
animals living on each kind of plant.
Select a plant with a nice variety of
critters and shake them into a plastic
bag. This sample will be the "mystery
community.- Keep leaves out of this bag
as they will spoil the mystery for .the kids.
In a separate bag, place a leaf sample
of the mystery-community plant as well
as leaf samples from enough other plants
for each team to have a different leaf
sample.

Site and timing. Shake it! is an activity

ACTION

for a
rn -;pring.or summer day. Select
a site with a va7-iety of trees and shrubs

1. Show the group the bag containing

the animals from the mystery community
and tell them that these animals make
"and

their home in one of the trees or bushes
in the area.
2. Define community as a group of
plants and animals living and interacting
in an area. Write the definition on your
data board. Tell the group that for.the
purpose of this activity the animals living
and interacting on one plant make up a
.community.
3. .Have the group inspect the animals
from the mystery community. Let the
youngsters use their magnifiers to get a
..close look at the animals. Tell them that
the critters all came from one plant. You
may wish to let the kids make up names
for the anirnals and write them on the
data board under the definition of
community.
4. Introduce the Shake-It Container as a
tool for sampling communities of small
animals in plant foliage. Demonstrate its
use and distribute one to each youngster.
Give each youngster 6 3" x 5'' card and
demonstrate how to use it to scrape
clinging critters into the Shake -It bag.

,

Show the group the leaf samples and
explain that the mystery animals came
from a plant represented by one of the
leaves. Let the kids buddy up with a
friend and select one of the leaf samples._
Challenge them to use their leaf as a clue
to help thein find their plant. Each team
may have to shake several of its kind of
plant to,gather a good sample ,f animals.
6. When the teams have shaken clown
their plants. call them back. Who shook
the plant that harbored the mysterycommunity animals? Compare the kids'
animals with the, mystery-community
animals. Does One sample match the
mystery community exactly? Close? Are
several other samples similar?
7. Use your View.Chamber to further
investigate community dynamics. Have
each team go back to its plant and collect
one branch sample 10 to 15 cm long.

Place these in the chamber, spaced equal
distances apart. Have the teams dump
their animals into the chamber by
removing their bags from their Shake -It
Containers and shaking the contents into
the view chamber. (See illustration.)

8. Chamber interactions to look for:
a. Do animals return to the kind of plant
out of which they were shaken?
b. Do some animals seek protected
places? Are they camouflaged?
c. Do the spiders spin webs? Do any
animals capture other animals and eat
them?

d. Do any of the animals eat any of the
plant samples?

COMMUNITY ACTION QUESTIONS
Which plant seemed to host the
richest, most diverse community? How
many different kinds of animals were
found in that community?
El Describe some of the interactions you
observed in Our community. How do
you think these interactions help to keep
the community going?
El Which community had the most
animals? The biggest animal? Smallest?

different kinds of plantS as possibTe

Fewest?

that harbor that animal. When the kids
find-that animal on a plant, have them
take a leafrsample. -Then have the
group determine if the animal-isiound.
-on only one kind of plant or.corwilon
to many kinds of plants. Try another

0 Did your Shake -It Container do a
good job of sampling ALL of the critters
on the bushes .you investigated? What
critters were not sampled? (Anirrials that.
clung tightly, animals that flew away.)

animal.

TRAIL-END QUESTIONS

HIKE FORMAT

'n

r.

O What kinds of animals were most
common on the bushes and trees you
shook?
O Were many of the animals
camouflaged?
'` ;
O Were there any animals that wetefouhd on only one kind of plant? Why do
you suppose one animal might Jive. 011..
one plant to the exclusion of all others

CHALLENGE: DISCOVER WHAT
KINDS OF ANIMALS LIVE ON
PLANTS ALONG THE SIDES OF
A TRAIL.

ACTION

1. During a pause at trailside, introduce
your youngsters to the Shake-It game.
Tell them that lots of animals are within
arm's reach -on either side of the trail.
Challenge them to find some of these
animals along the trail: Demonstrates the
use of the Shake-It Container and offer it
as a tool to help them get a closer look.
Distribute 3" x 5" cards (for tapping or
nudging clinging ,critters off plants) and
hand lenses.

FOLLOW UP
1. Shake some ilants at night Are the
.

plants washed up on a beach. Put the
animals in some water and observe these
aqUatic communities.

2. When everyone has piacticedthe

3. Shake some plants in a vegetable

technique, 'challenge the youngsters with
some of the following:

or flower garden (carefully) to discover
-what animals might be-responsible for
plant damage.

a. Pick one kind of plant to shake at

ra

nighttime communities the same as the
daytime communities?
2. Shake some seaweed or freshwater

different places along the trail. Which
animals appear time and again on that
kind of plant?
b. Have each youngster secretly shake
dawn a good sample of critters from
a plant. Let each youngster then
challenge a friend to discover what
kind of plant was shaken to produCe
these animals.

WHAT TODO NEXT
Mystery Marauders
Web It

AdaptationPredator-Prey

.

c. Show an animal to the group.
,Challenge the group to find as many

Animal Diversity
Litter Critters
()

Set III.

Set I
Set II
Set II
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NG AND
JR PREY, OH
STOPPING
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A mountain lion slowly and quietly,
appiocicheS a deer until it is within
pou.licing distance A wading bird. such as
It l egi.et Ur (1 heron. stealthily pursues
ire i 1.1kd
until a sudden thrust of the
birds sharp bill can reach the prey. Mzlny.
predators must k,,ialk their prey to get close
enough to strike without warning. The
slightest noise or a sudden movement
knight alarm the prey and give it an
opportunity to escape. The prey must
rcrnom constantly on the alert for possible

,.lingers A good sense of hearing and the
to pinpoint the direction from which
5 Ain; cornes are important survival
a:.1,1pt,-.tiollti for many prey.

(WtIVIR; the participants take the

parts ,if predators and 1-.)rey. -Predatorsi
must learn to move ,ilently to --catch- the
--pree The pre; must rely totally on their
,erkse

;->ifent

For day use:
blindfold or OBIS mask for each group
1 "OBIS Mask" Equipment Card
cotton or ear plugs
1 roll of masking tape
several marking pens
1

sponges

a string

.For night use, add:
1

1

flashlight with fresh batteries for each
group
paper cone

Optional:
flags to mark the stalking site
extra batteries

ii,kark..ng to detect and sti>p the
predat, )rs..

'.oa)rks best with four to

If You have more than ten
pa:tieipant, divide ti.iem into smaller
no It
gr, dips
than four players). The
game mak; hki playe(I during the day ()I
ikuk
are more exciting.
"Iqh!

MATERIALS

PREPARATION
Site. Choose a fairly open. level site
(such as a lawn, forest clearing. field. or
vacant lot) with a.noisy walking surface.
Dry leaves and other plant litter make the
best stalking surfaces. but you can also
use gravel. pebble beaches. and crunchy
.;now. Mark off a stalking circle at least ten

meters in diameter for each group. The
edge of each circle should be at least 40
meters away from any other circle.

Masks. OBIS has developed a simple but
effective-mask for this activity. (The
common blindfold often invites peeking.)
See the "OBIS Mask" Equipment Card in
the OBIS Toolbox folio.

Flashlights and Paper Cones.
Although some flashlights have a narrow
beam, most flashlights must be modified
for use in the nighttime version of this
activity. A narrow light beam is necessary
in order for pinpointingguesses to be
,clearly identified as hits or misses. You can
use an OBIS equipment card or any other
stiff opaque paper to make a paper cone
for narrowing the light beam. Take a piece
Of paper about the size of an OBIS
equipment card and roll it into a cone
from 15- to 30-cm long. The larger
opening should fit tightly over the head of
the flashlight. Tape the cone to hold it
together. Tape the cone on the flashlight
in. such a way that You obtain the
narrowest spotting'beam..Carrying an
extra set of batteries is adVisable.

ACTION
Introduce Silent Stalking as a predator/
prey game. Define -predator" and -prey"

if these terms are new to the group. A
predator is, an animal that 'catches and
eats other animals. A prey is an animal
that is captured and eaten by another
animal. Ask the group for examples of
predators that stalk their prey, such as
cats,_ foxes, and owls.

The Silent Stalking Game
Outline the game rules to the participants.
1. One member of the group is the prey:
the other members are predators.
2. The prey stands in the center of the
noisy walking site and puts on the mask.
(Ears should remain uncovered.) At night,
the prey also has a flashlight.
3. The predators assemble in a circle
about five to eight meters from the prey.
4. When everyone is ready, the masked
prey starts spinning around while the
predators walk on the perimeter of the
circle around the spinning prey.- After
spinning about four times, the prey
yells, "STOP!" Everyone, including the
Prey, stops.
5. Now the predators silently stalk the
prey. The prey protects himself by
listening fo'f the sounds of approaching
predators and pinpointing them (pointing
at them with either the flashlight beam
or a finger) before they can get close
enought to tag him. The predators must
pause between each step to see if the prey
has pinpointed them. This prevents a
predator from running up and tagging
the prey after the predator has been
pinpointed. (Since in this game the prey
cannot run away, the pause takes the
place of an escape response on the part
of the prey.)
6. A referee (yourself or a youngster)
judges the prey's pointing guesses.
When the prey points, the, referee yells
"Freeze!" and everyone stops. The
referee moves behind the prey, sights
along the prey's pointing arm, and
announces "hit" or "miss." A "hit"

occurs when the prey's flashlight beam
or finger points directly at-or above an
approaching predator. (Direction is
important here, not height of guess.)
"Hit" predators leave the game by
moving to a designated area outside, of
the stalking circle. When a predator tags
the prey, the referee also yells "Freeze!"
and everyone stops while the successful
predator moves outside of the circle. The
stalking resumes when the referee yells
"Stalk! ". Ask the predators outside of
the circle to watch the rest of the game
quietly so the prey can concentrate on
pinpointing the remaining predators.
7.-The game ends when all the predators
have tagged the prey, all the predators
have been eliminated, or when the prey
has used up all available detection
attempts. (Each prey is given twice, as
many attempts as there are predators.)

Playing the Game
When everyone understands the game,
point out the stalking circle(s), select the
prey, and let the stalking begin. You may
want to run through a practice round.
Suggest to the players that at the end of
each round the predators who have
been detected try to figure out what gave
them away.

GAME VARIATIONS
Before playing any variation of the game,
ask your group to predict the outcome.
1. Simulate a hearing loss due to injury or
age by placing ear plugs or cotton in one
Or both of the prey's ears.
2. Play the game on several different
walking surfaces: a quiet one, a noisy one.
a downhill slope, or an uphill slope.
3. Have the predators and prey get doWn
on their hands and feet to simulate
four-legged animals.

4. Play the game on a windy (noisy) night.

STALKING TALK
1. Ask the participants how they would
change their bodies in order to be more
effective as predators or as prey.
2. Ask the most successful stalkers to
demonstrate their silent-stalking skills to

'the rest of the group.

FOLLOW THROUGH
1. Challenge tl-K participants to see how
close they can get to a bird, -cat, fish,
butterfly, squirrel, or lizard. At night
they could stalk night crawlers (worms),
chickens, owls, frogs, or raccoons."
2. Encourage the kids to watch animals
stalking their prey - a cat, bird (stalking
insects or worms), or 4 friend trying to
catch fish.
3. In a camp, you might ask campers with
cameras to see who can get the closest
picture of a given animal. (No telephoto
lenses, please')

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Follow the .Scent
Leapin' Lizards
Web It
Adaptation - Predator-Prey
Attention!

Food Chain Game
Sound Off!

Set III

Set lit
Set4lI
Set I,

Set I
Set II
Set II
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Swell Homes works best from late spring
to early fall with a group of eight or fewer
youngsters.

,MATERIALS

A close look at the Stems, twigs, and
leaves of plants often reveals Unexpected
swellings, blisters, and-bumps. Many of
these structures are galls. Galls harbor
the growing larvae of many different
kinds of parasitic insects. A parasite is
an organism that lives in or on another
organism (the host), and draws
nourishment from the host.

5 strips (3cm x 25am) of bright cloth

For each kid:

1 bug box* or hand lens*

Strange as it may seem, galls are not
built by the insects themselves. Galls are
produCed by the -host'plant's reaction to
the parasitic insect. After a female insect
plaCes one or more eggs into the living
tissue of a branch or leaf, the plant reacts
by producing the additional tissue that
forms a gall. Each type of insect must
place its. eggs into a specific kind of host
plant for the eggs to develop. Scientists
who study galls can identify the presence
of a specific insect from the type of plant
and the size and shape of the gall.

For the group:
1 or 2 sharp knives,
1 pair of tweezers

'1 data board

In this activity, youngsters search- the
foliage of designated plants for swellings
and bumps. These swellings are flagged
with strips of bright cloth. Samples of thevarious "swell homes" are then collected

and explored to see if anyone is at home.
The activity concludes with a search of
the area for additional plants with galls.

1

felt pen

* Available from the Lawrence Hall of
See the "Equipment Order
Form' i n the OBIS Toolbox folio.
Science_ .

CHALLENGE: LOCATE SWELL
HOMES ON PLANTS IN YOUR
SITE. FIND OUT WHO LIVES IN
THESE HOMES.

PREPARATION
Locate an area with galls before you
conduct the activity. Some plants to
check include oaks elms, coyote brush,
I

ra
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willows, poplars, golden rod, aild milk
weed. Open a few galls to check for
inhabitants. Select one or two different
kinds of gall-infested plants for the first
part of the activity.

colored flags to the plants near swellings
or growths that might be homes for small
insects. Let the youngsters Work in teams
of two if they wish.
3. Call the youngsters back after they
have searched the area. As a group, go
from flag to flag, observing the various
homes and sharing discoveries. Collec't
the flags as you go. Have each kid collect
one or two samples of swell homes for
deeper probing. (Encourage them to
remove as little of the plant as possible.)
4. Sit around the data board
it makes
a nice work area. Spread out the galls
you collected. Ask: "Do you think there
could be an animal living in any of these
swell homes?" Suggest finding out by
cutting some open. Use the knife to cut

ACTION
Introduce the activity with a brief
natural history of galls. Tell the
youngsters that some insects grow up
in homes that are swellings on plants.
Parasitic insects place eggs into a leaf or
stern of a plant. and the plant forms a
structure (the gall) around the developing
larvae. The gall provides food and
protection for the larvae.
1.
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Point out the one or two kinds of
plants that you want the youngsters to
investigate first. Define the limits of the
activity area. Challenge the youngsters to
locate galls on the designated plants in
the area. Hand out five strips of cloth to
each kid. Instruct the kids to tie the
2.
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into the galls. You will have to decide
whether to let your kids use knives'. The
activity will be most successful if the kids
get to open and probe the galls. Use
tweezers to lift out gall occupants for
close observation. Bug boxes are
excellent for looking at gall dwellers.
5. Move enough galls aside to write the

word "galls" on the data board, and
have the kids describe the different kinds
found. Make up descriptive names, e.g.
blimps, blisters. balls, hats, teepees, and
cups. -How many different kinds did you
find on your designated plant(s)?
6. Finally, return to the site to took for
galls on plants other than those already
designated for exploration. How many
additional plants have galls?

GALL "BLABBER"

FOLLOW THROUGH

1. Were the homes occupied? Were the
occupants in the various galls the same or

suspect are occupied and put them in a

similar?

1.. Take some of the swell homes that you

plastic bag. Put in a tiny, moist sponge or bit
of wet paper towel or cotton. Seal the bag
with a rubber band. Observe the galls for

some days or weeks until something

2. Do all plants have galls? If not,
consider the reasons why some are not
hosts. (Aromatic saps, thorns, thick bark.)
3. How do the galls differ-from each
other? Size? Shape? Solid versus hollow?
4. How many insects live in each
different kind of gall? Does this number

emerges.
2. Return to your site. Look for plant ab-

normalities other than swell homes.

Perhaps you will find webs, fungi, ants, termites, aphids, curled leaves, dripping sap,
lichens, nesti-, or dead branches. Try to dis-

cover causes and effects associated with
each observation.

vary?

5: What benefits do you think gall
occupants receive from living in their
specialized homes? Food? Water?
Protection? Protection from what? Do
you think they live there forever? How
do you think they get out?
6. Do galls seem to injure or damage the
host plant in any way?
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WHAT TO DO NEXT
Mystery Marauders
Invent an Animal
Lichen Looking
Litter Critters

Set III

Set I
Set II
Set II
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Variation Game introduces kids to the
concept of variation between individuals

of the same kind: The leader reds three
stories that introduce make-believe v:orlds
inhabited by monkeys (youngsters)
who must.successfully meet various
environmental challenges (play simple
games) in order to get the resources
(represented by toothpicks) necessary to
survival. The kids soon observe the
natural differences (variation) in their
ability to pLiv the different games. At the
eri:-.1 of the activity. the leader introduces

For "Building a Shelter" game:
6 bolts, at least 5-cm long
18 nuts that fit the bolts

For "Catching Termites" game:
4 3" x 5" cards
4 sewing needles
1
spool of thread

PREPARATION

the concept of variation.

: MI:ET
[NVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES
( f fALL1 .N

Site. A lawn or field large enough to
handle a group of jumping. screaming
youngsters is perfect.

..\ND GLT ENOrG11 RESOLRCES

MATERIALS
The iii,iterial;.1i,ited
fifteen t.;otingsten.

tor a group of ten

For all the games:
1

I

1

t)()x ()t Wit

ur popsicle sticks

-Stories'. Card
-Come Rules" (.:<-1R1

7 :-)"

cords or other pieces of

cdr(.11)oord
1

I

1

i..vdtc..1.1

c

r kitchen) timer

(Aoki hoord

pen

Termite nests (for "Catching
Termites"). Fold the four

For "Pulling Roots" game:
3 two-meter lengths of heavy rope
knotted at each end

x 5" cards
in half. Cut and drape 20 centimeters Of
thread over one side of each card. (One
end of the thread should rest in the fold,
and the other end should drape over the
edge and hang outside the card.) Poke a
needle through both halves of each card.
Tien pivot the needle so that you can
poke it back. making a new hole,. through

cnro
ch
er* is a supple game
laved by two monkeys: The Winner'.
f the - "game; gets one:tOothpick:and
Control of the
card. The loser

'riiirif'cliallene.atiOther monkey
control Ofa;:reaorirce card.
Only a'monkeY:ih control of a
reSOurceCard Can:be Challenged:.

When challenged,:the Monkey with
the card getsqo choOse:Which;of, the
:three games he prshe,Want.§:to..play.
d The monkeys should play as' many'
games' as' they can in the, allotted 'tithe.
They shoUld'pliy all three of the
games at least once.
3. Read RoUnd One of the "Stories"
card to the kids. Explain the rules of the
three games described in the story :.(See.
the "Game Rules" card.)
4. To start the activity, and for each
1
succeeding round, have the kids count
off: "One, twd, one, two," etc. Then
decide whether the ones or the twos start
off in control of the resource cards. Set
the timer for six minutes and let the
challenges begin.
5. When the six minutes are up, record on
the data board each child's name and
the numbej of toothpicks he won. Then
have the kids return The toothpicks to the
cards for Round Two.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 to play the
games in' Round Two and Round
.

Resources. Write'RE'SOURCES" in
large letters on the seven 5" x 8" cards.
Just prior to starting the activity, scatter
half as.many'cards as you have kids
around the lawn. Keep the cards
about two meters apart. Place about
15 toothpicks or popsicle sticks on
.

each- card.

z

-

ACTION

,

1. Have the kids sit around you. Tell
them that for this activity they are going
to pretend to be animals. Each of the
kids will be a monkey (or animal of your
choice) trying to get enough resources to
live. Explain that resources include _food,
water, space, and shelter. Point out the
resource cards and sticks (representing
resources) you have scattered around
the lawn.
2. Explain the basic activity rules:
a. The activity has three rounds. Each.
.round will be introduced by a different
story describing a'make-believe world
the monkeys live in. The monkeys
will face three specific challenges in

rn

Three.
I

7. After all three 'rounds are completed,
have everyone sit around ybu again.
Discuss with the group the special abilities
that Were fequired for successfully playing
the games in each of the, three rounds.
List these abilities on the data board.
Suggestions usually include:,
Round One:
size and strength:
Round Two:
hand coordination
and quickness.
Round Three: good, eyes, ability to
make good guesses,
and skill.
P+
WEI
WEI

8. Ask the group why different kids were
more successful at certain challenges.
Responses usually include: the challenges
were different, some kids are good at
some challenges and not good at others,
or kids are different. Emphasize the
natural differences, both physical and
behavioral, that exist within any group of
organisms of one kind; Introduce and
define the concept of variation. (See
the introduction.)
,

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
O Pick one familiar animal (blue jay,
skunk, or lion): Ask the kids what
variations might exist in a group of
animals of this kind.

FOLLOW UP
1. -Have your kids make the folloWing
investigations of variation between
individuals of the same kind.

a. Count the number of petals on several
flowers of the same kind.
b. Measure the length"of several leaves
from different trees or shrubs, but of
the same kind. Use the millimeter
scale on a small ruler.
2. Form teams of two and play the
games as "societies" instead of as
individuals. Adapt each challenge so.that
it is for two instead of one. In "Jumping
to Escape" total each society's score (the,
total of the scores from each of the two
membeis of the society). to find a winner.
The society can choose which member
will do "Wrestling." In "Building a
Shelter," one iriember holds the bolt
while her partner threads on the nuts. Let
the kids adapt .the rules to the society
concept. After the game, discuss the
results with the youngsters.

O lithere is a shortage of drinking
water next year, what kinds of variations
could benefit an individual plant or
animal?,What type of variation could hurt
an individual?
0 If all individuals in a group were the
same (no variations), what would happeiri"
if the environment they lived in changed?
O Iry the last part of the activitY':a
housing subdivision eliminated some of
the resources the monkeys needed. Ask
the k'cls if they know ofnearby areas
where animal homes, food, or other
resources were lost due to road construction or housing developments.

(4

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Jay Play
Invent an Animal
Food Chain Game

Set III
Set I

Set II
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OVERVIEW
In this activity youngsters try to discover
the preferred habitat of aquatic snails. At
a pond, stream, or lake, teams search,for
and collect snails. Each team-then marks
the snails and releases them in a new
habitat. The next day the teams return to
the site to discover if any of their snails
remained in their new habitats.

For the group:
1 "Aquatic Observation Aids"
Equipment Card
1 master for Action Cards

1 data board
1 hammer

1

roll of absorbent paper towels for
drying snail shells

MATERIALS

*Available from the Lawrence Hall of
Science. See the "Equipment Order
Form" in the OBIS Toolbox folio.

For each team of two to three:
1

observation chamber (See the
-Aquatic Observation Aids"
Equipment Card.)

PREPARATION

2 dip nets
You may want to give your group an
introduction to the site before conducting
Water Snails. What Lives Here? (Set I)
provides such an introduction.

Site selection. Choose an aquatic site
with lots of snails. Aquatic snails are
abundant in the shallow water of ponds,
streams, and lakes. Each team will be
collecting at least 35 snails. Don't be
alarmed at the number; small ponds or
streams usually contain thousands of
snails.
1

bottle of brightly colored fingernail
polish (different color for each team)

1 marking pen or crayon (same color as
polish)

clear plastic cup or vial for observation
1 small wooden stake to mark release spots
1 hand lens* or bug box* (optional)
1 set of Action Cards
1

WATER SNAILS

Action Card

Can a snail walk

%Aar

WATER SNAILS

Action Card

With only one foot, how does a snail walk?

,

umop apisdn

a, in water?

b. out of water?
c, on your thumb?

HINT: Try it.

PINT: Use a vial or cup You can see through,

111111111111111111111.

OS Moor.

WATER SNAILS

Action Card

Can a snail walk

'01

m,

"ea

~Ale

.

umop apsdri

a. in water?

b. out of water?

c. on your thumb?

HINT: Tty it.

l 4 11

HINT: Use a vial or cup you can see through,

Collecting snails.

The youngsters can
pick up the snails by hand or with simple
dip nets. Snails are not free swimmers;
they are usually found feeding on the
algae that grow on underwater surfaces.
Some kinds of snails can be foUnd
feeding on dead plant and animal
material in the water.

Materials
1
Duplicate a set,of Action Cards for
each team.

2. Make a map on your data board of
the -rte c,u selected.

collected. Point out the lirriits of the
activity site. and ask the kids where in the
study site they think the snails live.
Encourage differences of opinion.
2. Introduce and define habitat. Read
the challenge to the kids and outline the
activity. (See the OVERVIEW section.)
3. Form teams of two or three and
distribute nets and an observation
chamber (milk carton) to each team.
Encourage each of the teams to collect at
least 35 snails. making mental notes on
the kinds of places where they find snails.
This information will be useful when the
teams choose release spots for their
marked snails.

Marking Snails

,
iJt

t

Right before the activity begins.
collect a few snails to use in introducing
the activity.
3.

ACTION
Collecting Snails
1. Show the group the water snails you

When the youngsters have finished
collecting, gather the teams around and
show them how,to mark snails.
Snail-marking technique. Scatter the
snails on a page: towel and allow their
shells to dry. You can also use paper
to ,ieling as a blotter to speed the drying
of shells. Start marking as soon as the
shells are dry. Leave the snails lying on
the paper towels, and carefully place a
small dot of polish on the dry shell with
the nail-polish applicator. Be careful not
to get polish near the opening of the
snail's shell. Let the polish dry fcr five to
ten minutes.
Explain that snails can safely remain out
of water while marking and drying take
place (approximately fifteen minutes).
1. Give each team a different color of
fingernail polish, and let the teams start
drying and marking the shells. The hard
shell of the snail and its ability to survive
short periods of time out of the water
make the snail ideal for marking.
Emphasize, however, that snails should
still be handled as gently as possible.
2. Move from team to team, checking
that shells are dry before the youngsters
apply the polish. Each team should mark

30 snails for release. The remaining snails
will be ued with the Action Cards.

3. Before returning all snails to theft,
have the teams each report the number

3. f-/?...,ourage handling of .:he snails for

of snails they recaptured, how far they
had to go to find their snails, and their
reasons for selecting a-particular. release.
spot.

th,,, five to ten minutes the polish needs
to dry. While the teams are waiting,
distribute the Action Cards. Challenge the
teams to spend a few minutes trying to
solve the two challenges with their
unmarked snails.
4. Have each of the teams share their
observations and solutions to the Action
Cards'

Releasing Snails
After the discussion, have each team
select a release site for its snails, i.e. a
habitat that most,of the snails will stay
around. Encourage discussion within the
teams on what makes one site a better ,
habitat than another. Considerations
might include potential food, shelter,
plants, depth, current, and water
temperature. Have the teams record (with
marking pens the same color as the
fingernail polish) their snail-release spots
on the data-board map.
2. Have each team release 30 snails at
its chosen site and mark that spot by
sticking a small wooden stake into the
ground close to the release spot. (Each
team should also mark its stake with a
dab of color to make it easier to locate
the next day.) Spend a few minutes
watching what the snails do.
1.

One day later .

. .

1. At the site, review. what the kids did
the previous day. Distribute nets and
observation chambers, and challenge the
teams to recapture their own snails. They
should concentrate their searching near
the marked release sites. Only marked
snails should be collected. Allow plenty of
time for the teams to search.

2. Have each team count the number of
marked snails recaptured and record that
number on the data board.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1. Which team recaptured the greatest
number of its own marked snails? What
kind of job do you think this team did in
selecting a new habitat?
2: Did any team find snails in its area
that were marked by other teams? If so,
how would you compare the release
points of the teams involved?
3. What do you think happened to
marked snails that were not,recaptured?
'4. What do you think happens to snails
that cannot find a suitable habitat?
5. What are suitable habitats for people?
What are unsuitable_habitats? What do
people do when their habitats become
unsuitable?

FOLLOW UP
Use the mark-and-recapture technique on
garden snails.

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Can Fishing
Hold It
Habitat Sun Prints
Habitats of the Pond
Beach Zonation
Plant Patterns

SeII
Set I
Set I
Set II
Set II
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The darting movement of the water
strider is a common sight at many
'streams, brooks, and ponds. Striders
move across water by using their middle
egs like oars and by steering with their
rear legs. A strider can walls on water
-.;42(2ill_ISe it hos long legs covered with
hu dreds of tiny hairs that distribute its
over a large area of water-. The
'surface tens:ion of water supports striders
:1.1st al-, it cal support a carefully placed
wt

1 bug box"' or magnifier*
1 clear plastic cup
2 half-meter-long sticks or flags

For the group:
1
1

1

"Sweepnet" Equipment Card
"Aquatic Observation Aids"
Equipment Card
several meter tapes or sticks
four- to five-gallon bucket (or large
dishpan) per 4 to 6 kids

1!,

kvVat,,t ;triders are voracious feeders.

eating insects (dead Or alive) and other
!in!: :iirnal-, that land on the water's
I.ike all members of the water. tarnilv. striders have long, thin beaks
mouths. The beak is used like a stray.
hod;,. JUICCS from pre.y. Striders

Available from the Lawrence Hall of

Science. Seethe "Equipment Order
Form'' in the OBIS Toolbox folio.

Jr. at,i their food both by sight and by
,,i)ihre
letect.the vibrations tiny
k cri2. ire Hk; struogling to escape
t

tt,cin He io,ater. `.-..;triders may wait for

drift. by or may actively -skate
th,.t i.vater searching for food.
W,1t('':

PREPARATION

-;11!,,LI'S breed during the spring

.1r1,1 ./tic summer. During these seasons
sthders are )ften observed pursuing.
tier

--,tridcr-; and mating. Mating striders

lo,.,k like they are riding "piggy-back.-

Site. Locate an easily accessible stream
or pond with a large population of water
striders. If necessary, obtain permission to
Use the site.

Sweepnetting insects. See the
"Sweepnet" Equipment Card in the
OBIS ToolVx folio. Practice catching
and netting 'insects so that you can
demonstrate the techniques to your
group.

MATERIALS
For each buddy team:
1

1

sweepnet
ob,,ervation chamber (See the
"Aquatic Observation Aids"
Equipment Card.)
marking materials (pipe cleaner, bright
acrylic or thick tempera
paints)

I 1-r-

Techniques: Catching, Marking,
and Observing Striders
Catching striders. You .must use a
'quiet, slow approach to get within netting
range of the wary striders. Use a quick
underhand scoop of the sweepnet. See
the "Aquatic Observation Aids" Equipment Card in the OBIS Toolbox folio for

instructions on (1) making a hinged-top

observation chamber. and (2) tnsferring
netted striders to the chambers.

Marking and releasing striders. Herd
a strider into a p! ,tic cup. Dip one end
of a pipe cleaner into some acrylic or
thick tempera paint, carefully dab a small
dot of paint on top of the strider's rear
end (abdomen), and let the paint dry. To
release the strider, tip the plastic cup into
the water so the cup slowly fills. Then tip
up the bottom of the cup so the marked
strider flows out with the water.

4. After showing the group how to transfer a netted strider into an observation
chamber, challenge the teams to catch
two striders each. Mention that the buddy
without the net can help.by herding
striders toward the net. Each team will
geed a sweepnet, an observation
chamber, a plastic cup, and a bug box.
Show the teams how to use a magnifier
or bug box lid.
5. Encourage the kids to observe closely
their captured striders by asking questions
such as: "How many legs do the striders
have? What parts of their legs do striders
place in the water for support? Which
legs do the striders move with? Are
striders wet or dry?

Strider Movement

Observing striders. Placing striders in a
small, clear plastic cup will permit your
group to view striders from the side.

1. Ask the teams if they think striders
tend to stay in one place or travel long
distances. Encourage the kids to suggest
ways to find out.
2. Explain that a strider's movement is
easier to follow if the strider has been
marked. Carefully demonstrate the
sirider-marking technique and have each
team mark their two striders. Emphasize
that only a small dot of paint is needed
no "slopping" the striders with paint!

ACTION
Catching and Observing Striders
1. Divide the group.into buddy teams
and .point out the limits of the activity

site.

2. Announce to the kids that they will be
exploring the movement and feeding
behavior of water striders.
3, While emphasizing the need for gentle
handling, pick up a sweepnet and demonstrate the underhand-scoop method of.
catching striders. Place a strider in a
plastic cup one-quarter full of water, and
let-everyone see it.

f
3. Demonstrate the, method for releasing
striders with an empty cup. Hand out
two marker sticks to each team. Ask the
teams to select a spot in the. stream or
pond from which to release a marked
strider, and place a stick at that point.
')

/

4. Explain that when you yell, "Let 'em
go!" each team will release one marked
,strider and try to keep track-of its movements. Caution the teams about-inter-.
fering with their striders after releasing
them. After five minutes, signal each
team to place the second stick at the
point where the strider moved farthest
from its release point.
5. Hand out the meter tapes or sticks

and have the teams measure the distance
between the sticks. Call the teams
together and compare the traveling
distances of the marked striders.
6.. Suggest releasing the second marked
striders in different spots, e.g. in strong
currents, sun, shade, the,middle versus
the edge of the water. Ask the teams to
folkw_their striders to discover where
striders spend most of their time. Have
the teams share their findings.

Strider Feeding Behavior'
1.

Tell the youngsters the(' are going to

bait striders with si;1..111 insects in order to

observe sTick r feeding behavior.
2: Fill the buckets or dishpans threequarters full of.wete. Place about: six
striders in each bucKet
3. Take the group to a grassy or bushy
area and demonstrate the sweerpnetting
technique. (Shake the net vigorously to
remove excess water remaining from
netting striders.) Let the teams net some
insects and then return (keeping the
insects in the nets) to the strider site.

4. Ask the teams to first dunk the netted
insects in' some water to slow them. down.
Then have the teams release the insects
-into the buckets by turning the.nets inside
out. Insects can also be released directly
into the pond or stream near a bunch
of striders.

5. Challenge the teams to discover how
the striders catch and eat. their, food.
Caution the youngsters to remain still
while observing the striders. After the kids
V's

151

!lave observed .the-striders grabbing
insects, suggest that each team take a
closer look at feeding behavi r by using .a
plastic _cup to gently scoop u a strider
that has caught an insect.
6. After ten to fifteen minutes call the
teams together to share their discoveries.

STRIDING AHEAD
Ask the youngsters how they think
striders eat. Because this process is
difficult to figure out, kids usually come
up with some wild answers. In this case,
ask the kids how they would eat if their
mouths were like straws. Then call
attention to the strider's beak. Explain
that striders jab their beaks into prey and
Suck out body juices. Ask the kids to look
for a strider's beak sticking into an insect.
Release .the striders at the end of
activity.

STRIDERS REVISITED
Return within a few weeks to locate
marked striders. How far have the
marked striders moved from the area
where they were released?

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Leapin' Lizards
Water Snails
Web It

Set HI
Set III
Set III

Great Streamboat Race
Attract'a Fish
Too Many Mosquitoes

Set I
Set II
Set II
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Each different kind of spider prepares a
H!,

distin(.7tive web trap. There are irregular
(house spiders), funnel webs

In

.1 h.:se ,.t..ebs,
.111.

.

,.at(

aitiii:ais tot `,!
"Th

th,1:

i!ght

1

li e. spend

sight nw,lf thk'

tHiuthed
r,

lius is a

act.:,_ity

spiders). sheet webs, triangle webs:
and orb webs. When an insect lands in a
Web, the spider leek the vibrations on its
legs Each kind of spider has its own
method f )1 ensuring that the insect
remains entangled_ An orb .,.eaver. for

(x,unplc. movcs to the inse(t and draws
In, (re

from its body t(-) bind its
t,,c,:hen a spider bites its prey, it
ini,Jcts poison which paralw.es or kills the
it

-11..n..-c-; from digestive glands

intecti..,d into the prey then liquify the
insects body and the spider suck,-; the
liquid int.) its rnottal.

du nut kno,.< fur certain what keeps
a spider frurn sticking to its own web.

MATERIALS

(h 1-1114 4'.V that web building spiders

For each team of two:

sticky and non-sticky silk. One
explanation is that the spider walks
uninanly oil the ii n- sticky threads of
tLn
'specialized claws enable web
,p1,ir; grasp and crawl on the web
kind of sPider has claws
genie(!

r

o several pieces of flagging (colored
ribbon. strips of material. or plastic
flagging) to tie on a bush or rape to a
rock or building
piece of masking tape (to tape the
,flagging to a rock or building)

(..)iie kind

:H

thi!

1

sxcepri-:?1

plastic bag
pair of tweezers
2 broom- straws (or other l) ng. thin
1

1

1:1

spicier`-. are ,..-..apc.-1111: u

ilot

sly(iers

sticks)

magnifying lens (optional)
I. plastic sprayer ( 'plant mister'' available
at hardware or grocery store) k.vitli
water adjusted to fine-mist spray
(for daytime activity). OR
flashlight (for nighttime activity)

.11..1i,.,t1k: stall: a:Li then

1

ciirn()Liflage

1

4.44,4.;Niwe.,,t0,4A1

A114.4,14,411:=.1f.'4,T4s;

SAFETY

For the group:
F.quii)ruent Card

I

Available from the Lawrence f-lall of
Science. See the -Equip-ma-It Order
Form- _in the OBIS Tuoibox fuliu.
I

149.v.f.
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'tr4.4.44',!r
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THE TIME AND PLACE
tkleh It! is an exck..11ent

[He FlasHights instead of+the spra....er to
lc,cat.e and highlight \.vebs
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Many spiders are (I, 0.-rnant during the
winter. so you
have hett.1 luck .vith
this activity at other times of the-year.

ACTION
1. Take your group tp a spot where you
have located some webs. Demonstrate
how to locate and highlight
almost invisible
:.
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iy rain destroys webs, so wait several
after a rain before attempting Web
itdoors. You can use this activity on
;ind of day, if you have access to an
hed, garage, or other shelter that has

?rs and webs are everywhere: on
ings. in pipes,- on fences, hedges.
25, and trees, and under outdoor
fixtures: An area that has a variety of
itial web sites is best. Survey the
before choosing a location. Practice
ghting and baiting some webs. You
'highlight- a web by spraying it with
(daytime), or shining a flashlight on
thttime).

webs by using the
sprayer to gently spray the
spot with water. (Morning
dew provides the
same effect). Don't destroy
the web with the spray.
Ask the group what might have
constructed the webs and what
the webs might be used for.
2. Explain that the majority of
spiders are harmless, preferring
running ,to biting. However,
caution the youngsters against
handling any spider, and describe
the black widow. Show them the
illustration in this folio.

3. Limit the activity area and divide the
group into teams of two. Challenge the
group to find as many different kinds of
spider webs as they can in the area. If
they find a web with -a spider on it. have
them mark the location of the web with
a flag without disturbing the spiders.
Distribute one sprayer and several pieces
of flagging to each team and start the
web hunt.
4. Circulate among the teams, helping
them to locate webs and spiders. Make
sure the youngsters don't overspray the
webs.

5. After ten. minutes (or after a number
of spiders and webs have been located),
call the teams back and collect the
sprayers. Ask the teams to describe or
point out to the group the different kinds
of webs they found. What shape are
they? Where are they located? How big
are they?
6. Challenge the teams to find out what
happens when an insect or other tiny
animal, falls into the web. Demonstrate
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do

how to catch small insects in grassy,
weedy areas by using.a sweepnet and
how to transfer the catch into a plastiC

bag. (See the "Sweepnet" Equipment
Card.) Also demonstrate how to remove
larvae and flying insects from shrubs and
trees by placing a plastic bag over a small
branch and Shaking the branch. Once
you have some animals, show the group
how to remove an insect from the bag
(either using tweezers or fingers) and
drop the live insect into the web. The
youngSters may have to practice this
procedure to be able to successfully
transfer the insects'.

watch a spider' move on a web and see
which threads the spider walks on.
Suggest-that by gently touching these
threads they can see if these threads are
sticky.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1. What were some of the different
shapes of'web traps you observed?
Where'clid you find them?
2. I:1w did the spiders react when you
baited th;-:ir webs? Did all spiders wrap
their prey? Were there some insects that
did not stick in webs? ,
3. How do you think spiders avoid
sticking to their own webs? Might they
stick to other webs? Do you think old,
unused webs lose their stickiness?
4. What other animals can you think of
that build traps to capture prey?
5. Did you see any spiders that, had no
webs? How do you think they catch
food?

FOLLOW THROUGH

How does the .,oider approach the
insect? What does the spid'3r do when it
reaches the bait?
7. 'Circulate among the teams and help
them bait webs.
S. Offer a second challenge to individual
teams or the whole group. Find out why
spiders don't stick to their own webs. Tell
the youngsters they can use a
broomstraw or other thin sack to gently..
_touch
different web threads. Ask
them to determine which threads arce.
sticky and which are not. Tell them to

Have the kids locate recently constructed
spider webs during the day. After dark,
they can shine their flashghts through
the wehs to attract nirpt-flying insects into
the webs. Encouragc,_the kids to watch
and see what happr:ns.
.
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WHAT TO DO NEXT
Web Weavers

Shake h!
Water Striders
Adaptation - Predator-Prey
The Old White Sheet Trick

Set III Set III
Set III
Set I.
Set II
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Each tyl-)e (if spider weaves a different
kind (4 web than every other type of
spider .R;(., individuals of the same type,

In this activity, youngsters investigate how
spiders build their webs by duplicating a
web with their own tools.

h();.-,,,.,2\./er. will weave %,.irtually identical

"File most common web types
dre irregular cobwebs, funnel webs.
sheet
bs triangle webs, and orb (or
.
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Special considerations. Many spiders
are dormant during the winter, so this
activity works beSt during other seasons.
Also, rain destroys webs. Wait several
days after a rain before doing Web
Weavers outdoors. However, if an old
shed, garage, or other shelter with webs
is available, you can make Web Weavers
a rainy-day activity.

!'rs use s,..veral techniques to weave
When bridging the distance

LH'.

()bjeCtS (SUCh d-.; two

(1 spider attache. d thread to
bi.diich and then drops to the lo.ver
bninch. Ir tong a thread reel out behind
her Hhe attajies thc.! other end wherever
Id! li is L;ornetirnes a spider spins a
nL ,Ind depends on the wind to
drt-i; the thr..dd until it reaches and
oblcct. Often the spicier
artdches ilex, thread to an existing
tined,
reels out silk
behind Her pis she walks on the existing
is ;past point B) to reach a place
siie can fdsten off the other end
(Zi. Has is how the threads
the :.:.ipolses in the wheel of the
ore tonned dine A-C in the

MATERIALS
For each youngster:
1 20cm x 20cm piece of fiberboard or flat
ceiling tile' (soft enough to push a nail
into). OR
1 20cm x 20cm piece of triwall cardboard
8 meters of crochet thread (wrapped on -a
small section of cardboard)
.
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60 nails (
18 gauge) in container
1 thimble or pencil (to push in nails)
1 plastic sprayer*
broomstraw (optional)

For the group:
1 "Weaving Webs- Technique Card
3 to 4-pairs of scissors
'Available at building supply stores or
lumber yards.
Available at grocery or hardware
stores.

PREPARATION

ACTION

Site. Filpl a site
lot.; of A.ebs of
clifferent
Look on buildings. fences.
hedge,. trees. shrub'. anLI outdoor light

1. Introduce the activity by telling the
youngsters they will be looking closely at
an animal's handiwork.

fixr ires

2. At the web site use the sprayer to
gently mist the area, demonstrating how

Safety."Al0F.H.iy,li most spiders are

harrnies, ,.aution the youngsters against
hal 11:11,J, spiders One pokonous spider
to I,
,,nt for :s the black widow, which
ha-, .1 roilnded. glossy black body with an
o.,!el....,; shaped red Or orange mark on
the
The shape of this mark

to locate and highlight almost invisible
webs. Spray above the web so the mist
falls down on the web. Be careful not to
destroy the web with the spray. Ask the
group what might have constructed the
web and what it might be used for.

varies fioni spider to spidei and some
morc than one mark.

spicier,

Prepare Materials
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3. Tell the youngsters that they will use

,.cat,.,r (Prepare fort

this technique to find as many different
kinds of spider webs as they can in the
area. Warn them not to destroy the webs.
Ask them to choose a favorite web for
the second part of the activity. Di's'tribute
the 'sprayers and send the youngsters off
to locate webs.
4. Allow about ten minutes for the
search. Then call the youngsters back to
share their discoveries. How many
different kinds of webs did they find?
Where were they located and what did
they look like?
5. Introduce the second part of the
activity by asking a few questions: "How
do you think a spicier builds her web?
Does she start in the center and move
out or does she begin with the outside
frame? How does she get from one
corner to another? To what does she
attach her silk? (A stem? A leaf? A
drainpipe?) Where does she place the
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most-threads? Is this where animals are
.trapped?" Explain that these are
questions. they Will explore as they
reproduce their favorite webs..
6. Introduce the stringl-art materials and
technique, (See the 'Weaving Webs"
Technique Card in-the OBIS Toolbox
folio.) Most youngsters will need help
with this, so demonstrate the technique
step by step. ShoW the group the simple
web illustration on the TeChnique Card.
Ask the youngstersthe key questions
about the simple web. Use their
responses to position the nails in the
fiberboard. You will end up with a nail
placed at each point where the web is
attached-to the branches and at each,
point where two or more threads
intersect. These key questions will give
the youngsters guidelines to use when
reproducing more complex webs.

TYING UP LOOSE
ENDS
When everyone has finished weaving,
have the youngsters share their
discoveries.

1. What different kinds of webs are
represented?
2. ,How do you think the spider
constructed the web you reproduced?
3. What kinds of animals or parts of
animals did you find on or near webs?
Any spiders? How do you think they
got there?

MORE THREADS

Key Questions:
1. Give each youngster a broomstraw.
Challenge the kids to find out which web
threads are sticky and which are not.
(A simple 'touch test with the broomstraw

a. Where is the web attached to the
branches?
b..What is the general Shape of the web?
Where are the points that outline this
shape?
c. How are the threads arranged? Are
they all going in the same direction?
d. Where do two threads come together
(intersect)? Three? Four?
7. When you,have your nails poSitioned,
weave the web with the thread. When
the youngsters have the idea, challenge
them to relocate their favbrite web and
discover: how it was built by "web
weaving" it themselves. (Tell them they
.

will tell.)

2. Have the kids return to the same site
.after dark. Bring along flashlights. Have
them look at some of the webs. Can they
find spiders weaving or eating? How do
the spiders react to the light?

.

WHAT TO DO NEXT

will have twenty to thirty- minutes
for this.)
,

Mystery Marauders
Web It ,.
AdaptationPredator-Pre Y
Animal Diversity

.8. Let the youngsters spread out and.
Work at their own pace. (Some will finish
before others1) Check on. their progress
from time to time and help anyone who
may be having difficulty weaving a web.
9. ,Challenge those who finish early to 0.
search for spiders on or near webs. Can
they find out where the spiders stay
during the day?

I.
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Set III
Set III;

Set I
Set II

OBIS ABSTRACT

What is OBIS?
Start with a group of young people in the out-of-doors and a biological concept or process as the basic ingredients.

Add a large measure

of fun; stir in the discovery approach; and season with a simulation, a
game, a craft, or an interesting investigation.

Mix thoroughly and you

have one of the 100 activities that have been developed by the Outdoor
Biology Instructional Strategies (OBIS) Project.
OBIS provides community-sponsored youth organizations and schools

with learning activities for use at common outdoor sites such as lawns,
local parks, city lots, neighborhood streams and ponds, and the seashore.
Although the activities are intended primarily for ten-

to fifteen-year-

old youngsters, both younger and older people (including family groups)
have enjoyed OBIS activites.

Their easy-to-follow format, simple prep-

aration and equipment, and short duration (usually one hour) make OBIS

activities suitable for both the experienced outdoor-education leader
and the first timer with no previous experience in biology.

The activities

may be used independently or sequenced to create a program to suit your
needs.

Scouts, Park and Recreation districts, religious groups, service

groups, nature centers, summer camps, and schools are a few of the groups
that have used OBIS activites in their outdoor-education programs. OBIS
activities help youngsters and adults to better understand and appreciate
the ecological relationships in their local environment.

Now Were OBIS Activities Developed and Tr-ial Tested?

The OBIS materials were developed at the Lawrence Hall of Science,
University of California, Berkeley, and supported by a grant from the
National Science Foundation.
year period ending in 1973.

The materials were developed over a sixUnlike many development projects, OBIS

considered the testing of activities with youngsters to be an integral
part of the development process.

The OBIS activity development procedure

is one of devising a strategy, trying it out numerous times With youngsters,

making modifications and then retrying the revised activity.
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This testing,

2

revision, and retesting process was repeated on a.local level and, in
many cases, on a national level for each OBIS activity.

To help gather

national feedback on the trial edition activities, OBIS established
network of OBIS Resource Centers across the country.

a

Over the past five

years, OBIS has received thousands of feedback comments from OBIS users
throughout the United States.

This feedback is being used to revise the

existing OBIS trial editions.

The OBIS Trial Editions are available through the Lawrence Hall of
Science, University of California, Berkeley, California

94720.

